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Abstract
Our increasing dependency on the internet has had a significant social, behavioural and psychological 
impact on us all, and not entirely positive. Networked technologies provide an endlessly-renewing refuge 
of digital information from the uncertainties of life in the physical world, a potentially addictive and 
ultimately unfulfilling emotional sanctuary. A compulsive craving for constant connectivity has been 
normalized by broader trends in public life, including a celebration of hypermediated workaholism, 
unsustainable consumerism, and a corporatist agenda for commodifying personal data and social 
conformity.

Habitual use of networked digital media is crucial in order to socially and professionally thrive in 
contemporary society, so exposure cannot be completely curtailed and must be voluntarily monitored and 
managed at a personal level. Informed by an analysis of related socio-theoretical phenomena and 
historical counter-strategies, as well as expert interviews and interaction design theory, we explore how 
this could potentially happen through re-sensitizing the ‘smartness’ and ‘responsiveness’ of the 
technology itself, to appropriately curb its own misuse.

These issues are addressed by a design concept developed through two artifacts: the first, a web-based 
application; and the second, a semi-functional technology probe and conjectural video prototype. Design 
is enlisted to explore how rethinking the implementation of digital experiences could potentially re-
empower an individual to achieve a temporary liberation from (or at least an increased self-awareness of) 
their splintered psychological predicament, in the hopes of ultimately guiding them towards a healthier, 
more balanced relationship with networked media technologies. 
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Introduction
The digital and the physical are continuously converging into hybrid spaces in a myriad of ways. Our 
sense of self-identity as individuals, and as a collective society, has inextricably merged with networks of 
digital information. Computing and internet access flows unrestricted, out into the public spaces of the city 
and into the most private areas of our homes – ever-present, location-aware, highly personal, and 
sanctioning a mediated engagement with the physical world that is filtered through a virtual layer of 
information. We are constantly connected to unseen databases and the theoretically near-infinite network 
of the internet, which affects and alters every aspect of our daily lives, professionally and socially, 
psychologically and spiritually. We may be physically situated in a public space, but our capacity to 
directly interact with it and with one another has changed – are we completely embodied or spatially 
aware in a place when our attention is constantly being diverted to the seductive portal offered by our 
mobile device? And so its screen becomes an equally valid representation of the space we consciously 
occupy, its interface our preferred way of being publicly present, and the information it contains just as 
true as anything else we see, hear or sense otherwise.

The internet (or memories of its use) is habitually and instinctively employed to negotiate our thoughts 
and organize our intentions. Over-mediated, we’ve begun to envision our conscious selves as a sort of 
computer: Our minds in a state of permanent distraction, dependent on external, networked databases 
for memories, knowledge, counsel, both vital and trivial. Our cognition has been transformed by 
technological dependency and the ramifications of this are actually biochemical, neurological. This hybrid 
space defines the contemporary psyche – a Baudrillardian simulacrum of infinite degree that only permits 
undefinable degrees of realness, in which the whole notion of ‘realness’ seems distant and irrelevant, the 
binary distinction between real and virtual out-dated. We barely notice our daily lives changing. We must 
stay connected and up-to-date, and submit to the ever-pressing, flashing, glowing, beeping, chirping 
demands of our professional and social lives, our chains, our straight-jackets, our refuges, our 
sanctuaries. We accept these circumstances almost unquestioningly, recalibrating as necessary, 
justifying our media and data consumption habits as our digital addictions grow increasingly insatiable. 
We fetishize endlessly more-capable gadgets, celebrating the convenience they offer as we move our 
lives into the net, corporatize our personal lives in public media exhibitions, broadcast even our most 
banal day-to-day habits to be tracked, and sacrifice our privacy as commodity of information to be traded 
in a virtual derivative-fund-like maze.1 And so, imprisoned in this cyber-cave, the digital shadows of 
ourselves have become the most real us we are capable of conceiving.
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Design Approach and Positioning
Technology at present is covert philosophy; the point is to make it openly philosophical.

– Phil Agre, an artificial intelligence computer scientist (Dourish, 2001, p.viii)

Corporate futurologists force-feed us ‘happy-ever-after’ portrayal of life where technology is the solution to 
every problem. There is no room for doubt or complexity in their techno-utopian visions.

– Anthony Dunne, Design Noir, 2001, p.6

Technology proposes itself as the architect of our intimacies. [...] Technology is seductive when what it offers 
meets our human vulnerabilities.

– Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p.1

With its roots in Human Computer Interaction (HCI), the field of Interaction Design is interdisciplinary, 
malleable and inclusive, continuously evolving and expanding to intertwine with various creative and 
technological pursuits, (each with its own distinct lineage), as well as cross-pollenating with numerous 
social sciences. As a term, ‘Interaction Design’ has been defined by Jonas Löwgren of Malmö University 
as: “The shaping of interactive products and services with a specific focus on their use.” Of course, 
computers are now creeping into most product categories to some extent, and as humans we use a great 
many of the things we encounter. One might reasonably wonder if the insatiable ambition and diversity of 
Interaction Design as an enveloping, all-encompassing discipline of disciplines means it won’t inevitably 
stretch into something nebulous, perhaps even, in a Deleuzian2 sense, rhizomic? It is perhaps fortunate 
then, that a counterweight exists in the form of the discipline being grounded in a foundation of academic 
research and methodological process canonization, based predominantly on, (though not strictly limited 
to) user testing and artifact prototyping, all which contributes a strong bias and pretense towards a 
pseudo-inductive mode of reasoning. In fairness, while acknowledgement must be given to the vital and 
foundational scientific and technological contributions (as well as neo-positivist, neo-rationalist 
tendencies) of its HCI tradition, the practice of Interaction Design has undergone a massive 
transformation due to important contributions from the social sciences made by, amongst others, Lucy 
Suchman, Genevieve Bell, Sherry Turkle and Paul Dourish, whose concept of embodied interaction is as 
follows: 

[...] Interaction with computer systems that occupy our world, a world of physical and social reality, and that 
exploit this fact in how they interact with us.

– Paul Dourish, Where the Action Is, p.3. 

The related disciplines of media art and design have also contributed crucial knowledge, as argued by 
Jay Bolter and Diane Gromala. After outlining HCI’s unfortunate history of conceptually rejecting 
computers as media, Bolter and Gromala used the conceptual framework of “transparency and 
reflectivity,” to convincingly argue for an embrace of media arts as an innovative area of experimentation 
and community engagement, and deserving of a central and vital position within the Interaction Design 
discipline:
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[...] Digital art can directly inform the trajectory of interaction design” [... and ...] “be the purest form of 
experimental design.

– Jay Bolter and Diane Gromala, Windows and Mirrors, p.8.

Vital contributions to the Interaction Design discipline have also come from Bill Gaver of Goldsmiths, 
University of London, who has popularized the idea of ‘Ludic Design,’ which seeks to emphasize the 
central role of ‘play’ in how people interact with the world, putting the focus on the importance of 
enjoyment and pleasure as opposed to strictly goal-oriented, problem-solving pragmatism. (Gaver, 2006) 
But perhaps this notion has a bourgeois conceit: it assumes an individual’s control of the dynamic of their 
relationship with design objects and media technologies, and at face value, offers no account for the 
possibility of the relationship becoming malicious, invasive or otherwise unbalanced. In investigating the 
values, relationships and even psychological state encouraged, enabled or suppressed by the qualities of 
networked digital media, our design approach must allow for a broad critique of the manifest and latent 
meanings of our design focus: hybrid space as a fundamental, societal phenomena.

We turn to Anthony Dunne, head of the Design Interactions program at RCA London, who, with Fiona 
Raby has influentially articulated the concept of ‘Critical Design,’ a nuanced approach that lies between 
the optimism and jingoism of ‘problem solving’ and the potentially nihilistic domain of negative social 
commentary and critique. Dunne calls this a “what if” space, championing the valuable contributions that 
come via “a shift from designing for how the world is, to designing for how the world could be.” (Dunne, 

video, 2012) Using a diagram by the futurist 
Stuart Candy – a timeline depicting the 
present and various possible future spaces– 
to support his argument, Anthony Dunne 
believes that design has a responsibility to 
contribute to and even instigate a wider 
dialogue about our ‘preferable’ future. This 
near-future space can then be populated 
with concepts and ideas to generate new 
perspectives and enable discussions and 
debate – essentially using design to bring 
issues into the public realm. (Dunne, video, 
2012) In their seminal Hertzian Tales from 
1999, Dunne and Raby considered the often 
ignored social discourse of digital artifacts 

through subversive, critical concepts such as 
the ‘aesthetics of user-unfriendliness,’ the ‘post-optimal object’ and its ‘complicated pleasures,’ as well as 
the concept of ‘Hertzian Space,’ a holistic consideration of electronic products, their electromagnetic 
fields and their cultural interactions. This concept directly informs the space we are seeking to address, 
(which is similarly defined by relationships): the distinctly nebulous, diverse, non-hierarchical space of the 
‘Net,’ and how we as individuals and a society have come to embody and internalize it. 

The world wide web of the internet has been conceptualized in many ways: In 1941, Jorge Borges 
famously presaged it in his short story “The Library of Babel,” as a library consisting of an infinite network 
of interconnected rooms, each filled with books containing all possible combinations of words and 
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characters. (The librarians tasked with organizing this morass displaying dysfunctional eccentricities 
eerily similar to today’s internet addict.) In his 1984 novel Neuromancer, William Gibson referred to it as 
‘cyberspace’, and foretold the psychological ramifications of such a space:

Cyberspace. A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions of legitimate operators, in every nation ... 
A graphic representation of data abstracted from the banks of every computer in the human system. 
Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the nonspace of the mind, clusters and constellations of data. 
Like city lights, receding.

– William Gibson, Neuromancer, p.51.

Such a vast, networked space can also aptly be described as ‘rhizomic’ or ‘rhizomatic’. In 1980, partially 
in a reaction to the binary signifier-signified tendencies of Structuralist thought, Gilles Deleuze and Félix 
Guattari co-opted the botanic term “rhizome” to describe a decidedly non-linear, non-binary and non-
hierarchical approach. Their concept of ‘rhizomatic thought’ is the web: allowing for multiple entry and exit 
points in a complex network of inter-linked nodes of information, uncontrolled and uncontrollable, merging 
representation and interpretation, an infinitely open yet holistic anarchic synthesis. Echoed in ideas from 
Critical Design to Systemic Design, the purpose of rhizomatic thought is open-ended, indeterminate, both 
inductive and deductive: to explore how things work and what they do, and to deconstruct and challenge 
the boundaries imposed by hierarchies, order and segmented thinking. And so we investigate the 
rhizome of the internet – a web of actions and effects, of burrowing and extending, of assemblages and 
deconstructions, of functions, connections, transmissions, multiplicities, metamorphoses – We embark to 
understand our predicament, our shared, exposed sanctuary, our time-compressed merger of the private 
and the public: the hybrid space that dominates our society and permeates our psyches. 
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Hybrid Space
Splintered cognition: How the internet is changing us

The new media and technologies by which we amplify and extend ourselves constitute huge collective 
surgery carried out on the social body with complete disregard for antiseptics. If the operations are needed, 
the inevitability of infecting the whole system during the operation has to be considered. For in operating on 
society with a new technology, it is not the incised area that is most affected...It is the entire system that is 
changed.

– Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, p. 70.

The Internet encourages the rapid, distracted sampling of small bits of information from many sources. Its 
ethic is that of the industrialist, an ethic of speed and efficiency, of optimized production and consumption—
and now the Net is remaking us in its own image. We are becoming ever more adept at scanning and 
skimming, but what we are losing is our capacity for concentration, contemplation, and reflection.

– Nicholas Carr, The Shallows, p.10.

There are always trade-offs with any significant technological shift. Two thousand years ago Socrates 
famously lamented the popular adoption of writing as sounding the death knoll of memory, creating 
“forgetfulness in learners’ souls.” (Plato, p.275) Sixty years ago, Martin Heidegger despaired of the radio, 
and the hollow manufactured intimacy and “distancelessness” it offered, (Gordon, p.12) In his seminal 
Understanding Media: the Extensions of Man, Marshall McLuhan outlined the shifts offered by the 
electronic mass media of the last century, concluding that alienation is an inevitable byproduct of the use 
of technologies, which at once strengthen and sap us, numbing whichever part of the body they amplify. It 
may be worth pausing here to reflect that as these technologies focus increasingly on our intellectual 
capacities, the territories being transformed are reason, perception, memory, emotion. 

With more than 1.5 billion users, the internet represents a global socio-cultural revolution in 
communication and interpersonal behaviour.3 Its celebrated attributes are numerous: it has quickly 
established itself as an integral mechanism for information dissemination and knowledge distribution; as 
well as for social connectivity and interaction; and of course, as a diverse source for entertainment and 
distraction. But when we overuse the internet – and it has been estimated that 1.5% to 8.2% of the 
general population have problematic web dependency – we train our brains to think in a very distracted, 
superficial way. (Jones, video) As masterfully outlined by Nicholas Carr in The Shallows, pervasive 
information technology and the internet has significantly contributed to a contemporary psychological 
state that is ever more adept at scanning and skimming, but at a cost. We are losing our familiarity with 
the deeper modes of thinking – which require attentiveness, concentration and an ability to tune out 
distractions, to allow for contemplation, introspection and reflection. 

The growing pervasiveness of the internet has a real potential to make us more shallow and superficial 
thinkers. The new normal is to have a smart phone constantly at the ready, a “high-tech leash,” (to borrow 
Nicholas Carr’s phrase (Carr, p.227)), removing one's need to remember anything and encouraging a 
rapid, distracted sampling of small bits of information from limitless, unaccountable sources. We 
compulsively finger our pocketable digital escape pods, our seductive, ever-ready portals into abstraction. 
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As we increasingly access the internet through these sleek, intimate talismans, their tiny screens and 
limiting interfaces conducive to consumption, (far more ‘pull’ than ‘push’ ), these problematic trends can 
only accelerate. 

Neurological perspective: The chemicals of cognition

The Net’s cacophony of stimuli short-circuits both conscious and unconscious thought, preventing our minds 
from thinking either deeply or creatively. Our brains turn into simple signal processing units, quickly 
shepherding information into consciousness and then back out again.

– Nicholas Carr, The Shallows, p.119.

Specialized MRI brain scans showed changes in the white matter of the brain—the part that contains nerve 
fibers—in those classed as being web addicts, compared with non-addicts. This could imply that I.A.D. 
[Internet Addiction Disorder] has similarities with substance addiction and impulse control disorders.

–The Wall Street Journal, 16 January, 2012. (Clayton)

Connectivity becomes a craving; when we receive a text or email, our nervous system responds by giving us a 
shot of dopamine. We are stimulated by connectivity itself. We learn to require it, even as it depletes us.

– Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p.237.

In recent decades neuroscientists and psychologists have not only confirmed the plasticity of our 
neurological activity but also discovered how profoundly the use of media influences the very neural 
circuitry of our brain itself. In his book Affective Neuroscience: The Foundations of Human and Animal 
Emotions, the neuroscientist Jaak Panksepp describes a neurochemically compelled behaviour that 
exists in all mammals, which he calls a “seeking drive.” Panksepp’s laboratory research shows that when 
we get thrilled about an idea, (from making a new connection intellectually, or divining a meaning, etc), 
there is physical evidence of stimulation to the lateral hypothalamus of the brain. He calls these “seeking 
circuits.” However, in the context of internet use, when we receive an email, message or search result, 
these same circuits are firing continuously and are caught in a short-term memory loop “where each 
stimulation evoke[s] a reinvigorated search strategy.” (Panksepp, p.151) His implication is that an online 
search endlessly provokes another search, causing our “seeking drive” to be short circuited – as opposed 
to allowing a more natural transition into neurological regions more conducive to contemplation, idea 
gestation and development. 

Related research has been done by the psychologist Kent Berridge into what he calls the “panting 
appetite,” in which the audio ping announcing the arrival of a new email or message serves as an 
irresistible Pavlovian reward cue for heavily-mediated users. Contributions have also been offered by 
Paul Howard Jones, who has outlined how uncertain rewards are particularly effective at stimulating 
midbrain dopamine, and so the unpredictability of when a new email and message will arrive only serves 
to enhance its poignancy at triggering neurological pleasure. (Jones, video) Jones also discusses how our 
device usage habits also play a role – as our gadgets become more portable, usable and personal, our 
behaviour with them becomes more intimate. Staring at a small, bright screen while in bed has been 
shown to disrupt the pineal gland’s ability to naturally produce melatonin – which in turn disturbs sleep. 
As sleep is necessary to consolidate memory and learning, our mobile devices have a very real ability to 
disrupt our well-being in a significant manner. (Jones, video) 
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Psychiatric perspective: Internet Addiction Disorder

Addiction is a misguided search for self-love and spiritual fulfillment.
– Charlotte Davis Kasl, PhD, Women, Sex, and Addiction, p.19.

Problematic overuse of the internet has been discussed in the psychiatric community since the 1990s, 
though the idea that it is uniquely distinct from established disorders such as obsession, depression, or 
compulsion remains controversial – therefore, there is no standardized definition or diagnosis. 

Defining addiction

The psychiatric addiction treatment field generally defines addiction as a form of mental illness broadly 
categorized as two types: substance addictions and process addictions. The Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (better known as the DSM-IV), a widely influential manual 
published by the American Psychiatric Association, defines “substance dependence” (the clinical term for 
substance addiction) as “a cluster of cognitive, behavioural, and physiological symptoms indicating that 
the individual continues use of the substance despite significant substance-related problems.” The DSM-
IV attempts to distinguish between substance dependence and substance abuse, defining the difference 
as a matter of degree and possibly related to the presence or absence of factors of predisposition, (the 
physiological component of addiction), as manifested by tolerance, withdrawal, loss of control, and the 
nature of the adverse results, but the definitions seem at heart, subjective, and based on the presumption 
of the individual being relatively situated in a non-dysfunctional social order. However, addictive 
substances are generally defined as being consumable, and include alcohol, tobacco, and illegal and 
prescription drugs. Perhaps more relevant to our focus, the DSM-IV also covers “Impulse-Control 
Disorders” which includes pathological behavioural or activity addictions such as eating, gambling, 
spending, working, exercising, and sexual activity addictions. (Marohn, p.3) Following the DSM-IV, internet 
addiction has been diagnosed and treated as an “impulse control disorder not otherwise specified,” 
however, there is a growing consensus in the psychiatric and neuro-scientific communities towards a 
future inclusion of a formal and distinct recognition of internet addiction as a disorder.

Internet Addiction Disorder

The term ‘Internet Addiction Disorder,’ or IAD, was largely popularized by Kimberly Young of the 
University of Pittsburgh, who founded the Center for Online Addiction in 1998, and also developed an 
online internet addiction test4 which became a popular, though occasionally ridiculed, psychometric 
measure of web user pathology. Young defines IAD as a distinct clinical disorder: “Internet addicts suffer 
from emotional problems such as depression and anxiety-related disorders and often use the fantasy 
world of the internet to psychologically escape unpleasant feelings or stressful situations.” (Young, web) 
Numerous similar definitions for internet addiction, and more generally ‘problematic computer overuse’, 
have been proposed over the last twenty years, including the following by Dr. K. W. Beard: “an individual 
is addicted when an individual’s psychological state, which includes both mental and emotional states, as 
well as their scholastic, occupational, and social interactions, is impaired by the overuse of the 
medium.” (Young, web) Among those who believe the disorder is best clinically treated as a compulsion 
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rather than as an addiction is David Greenfield,5 of the Center for Internet and Technology Addiction and 
the author of Virtual Addiction, who has researched how online experiences seem to have unique 
psychological properties which induce dissociation, time distortion, and instant gratification. Returning to 
Kimberly Young, her research revealed that “pathological internet users” commonly have mental health 
co-morbiduaries, primarily depression and bi-polar disorders, but also including alcoholism, chemical 
dependency, compulsive gambling, and chronic overeating. She also concluded that IAD was largely “a 
desire to avoid reality” and linked it to negative social, psychological and occupational consequences, 
such as job loss, marriage breakdown, financial debt, and academic failure. Important contributions but 
also in some ways quaintly dated from an earlier era when the internet had yet to quite so effectively 
embed itself in every aspect of our realities.

Diagnosis

Growing attention has been granted to a detailed diagnostic criteria proposed in 2010 by a team lead by 
Ran Tao, based at an addiction treatment centre in Beijing, and backed by a large sample group. (Tao, 
2010) As it later influences the formation of our first design artifact, let us briefly detail their diagnosis, 
which is broken down into four criteria related to symptoms, impairment, duration, and exclusion of 
unrelated disorders:

1. Symptom criterion (7 of 8 must be present):
Preoccupation, withdrawal, tolerance, lack of control, continued excessive use despite knowledge of 
negative effects/affects, loss of interests excluding internet, use of the internet to escape or relieve a 
dysphoric mood, and hiding from friends and relatives. 

2. Impairment criterion
Clinically significant functional and psychosocial impairments.

3. Course criterion 
The duration of addiction has lasted at least three months, with at least six hours of non-essential internet 
usage per day.

4. Exclusion criterion 
Dependency cannot otherwise be attributed to a psychotic disorder.

The addict’s experience (from UX to AX)

User-centered design has been an approach of central importance to HCI and Interaction Design since it 
was coined by Donald Norman to describe design based on the needs of the user, but how relevant is the 
nature and cause of the user’s needs? Should a user-centered design approach in some way account for 
a socially dysfunctional situation in which the user is also an addict, and whether the user’s needs were 
socially-constructed, pre-existing, or encouraged and even generated by the artifact itself? (Perhaps the 
answer to these questions depends on what epistemology of Interaction Design one chooses to adopt, 
and whether the ethical consequences for society plays any role at all in that selection.) But before we 
get too off track, let us consider our particular user: the addicted individual. It is a paradoxical, illogical 
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state: an addicted person experiences a loss of control and has a compulsion to use despite adverse 
consequences. Self-awareness would seem to be key, but there is a often a profound stigma and/or 
shame to addiction, which seems to bury this awareness, or render it meaningless. Indeed, it could be 
that addiction and shame are so intertwined that It is hard to understand where one starts and the other 
ends. Research has shown that addicts feel powerless, isolated, confused, and unworthy, and similar 
sensations can also be experienced by the addicted person’s loved ones and family members, resulting 
in an entire ecosystem of dysfunction. Our investigation into web pathology surmises that this system is 
societal, global, near infinite, rhizomic. A formidable enabler indeed. If a general, public acceptance that a 
problem exists at all is beyond reach, we must instead turn to the subjective individual, and begin with a 
focus on engaging self-awareness. 

Digression/Segue: Controversy and the Riddelin Generation 

In public opinion the psychiatric community has long courted controversy, in recent decades mostly 
caused by its compromised and financially lucrative relationship to the pharmaceutical industry, which 
resulted in the invention/discovery of new disorders such as Attention Deficit disorder, (also known as 
Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity disorder or 'ADHD'), and the widespread prescription of 
psychostimulant drugs to adults, children, and even pets. Curiously, the first generation of children, 
(whose brains are in a sensitive developing state), widely prescribed psychostimulants such as 
Methylphenidate (Ritalin, MPH, MPD), which increase the levels of dopamine and norepinephrine in the 
brain through reuptake inhibition of the respective monoamine transporters (in a similar fashion to 
cocaine)6 is now the very same online generation of contemporary media barons who have assumed the 
mantle of the new establishment.
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Socio-cultural enablers: The virtual triumphant

A squirrel dying in front of your house may be more relevant to you right now than people dying in Africa.

– Mark Zukerberg (quoted by Eli Pariser in The Filter Bubble, p.1.)

The new networked sub-economy of the global city occupies a strategic geography that is partly 
deterritorialized, cuts across borders, and connects a variety of points on the globe. It occupies only a fraction 
of its local setting, its boundaries are not those of the city where it is partly located, nor those of the 
‘neighbourhood’.

Excerpt from the introduction to the exhibition catalogue of Obbis Terrarum, Ways of Worldmaking, 
cartography and contemporary art. Amsterdam, 2000.(King and Brayer, 2000)

Such euphoric millennial visions of a dis-embodied, unregulated capitalist utopia were prevalent a little 
over a decade ago. While the events of 11 September 2001 may have made obvious the prematurity of 
the nationstate’s demise – geographic borders remain intrinsic, and access to goods and services is 
unlikely to ever trump absolute ownership of physical space – the exaggerations of globalism do hint at 
some significant shifts in not only social values, but how the dominant, techno-utopians continue to 
conceive of society itself. Allow us to seek inspiration from the French philosopher Michel Foucault 
(1926–84), who promoted an excavation of presumed knowledge, a historical examination its production 
and investigations into the mechanics of power – to reveal how dominant forces maintain their control 
through ‘spaces of enclosure,’ which in our case, are virtual. Through successive financial and 
technological ‘economic bubbles,’ the spasming global economy has maintained an emphasis on 
information technology, software and the digital, often while systematically conspiring to distort the value 
of the traditional commodities that sustain us in real-life. The new occupations that serve to continue the 
millennial delusions of globalist, dematerialist, technological determinism go so far as to co-opt the titles 
of the previous generation who built in real space – non-architectural ‘information architects’, and 
‘engineers’ who were never put the rigors of an engineering school, but do know their way around a few 
prepackaged coding languages.

Normalizing dysfunction through commodification

Digital connections and the sociable robot may offer the illusion of companionship without the demands of 
friendship. Our networked life allow us to hide from each other, even as we are tethered to each other.

– Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p.1

The rise of what could be called the ‘Riddelin Generation’ as media barons and major influencers of 
online product, has coincided with a transformation of the web into a commodified, corporatized space of 
forced optimism and artificial euphoria, the ‘dislike button’ notably absent. The web is no longer just a 
playground of geek enthusiasts – it is mainstream mass media and global culture. In fact, legally, the 
virtual world of the web has in some ways become more real than the physical world, and online actions 
now often have ridiculously disproportional real life consequences: In the UK, planning a virtual riot on 
Facebook in which no property damage incurred can now land one a multiple year jail sentence,7 while in 
the US, a member of the hacker group Anonymous faces a potential 15 year prison sentence for hacking 
a municipal website for half an hour.8 A few clicks of a mouse can now be punished as an extremist act of 
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violence. As our web profiles have evolved from consequence-free fantasy avatars and nick names, to 
the web 2.0 era of social media profile pages chronicling what purports to be our real lives, we have 
moved online in a way that not only has legal, professional, and social ramifications, but also involves 
deeply personal and emotional implications. To succeed in a society which celebrates the triumph of the 
virtual over the real, an individual has little choice but to personally adopt and normalize these values into 
their everyday lifestyles for their own well being – and media over-exposure or over-connectedness 
hardly seems possible from such a perspective. Nicholas Carr is right to describe internet usage as “an 
ethic of the industrialist.” (Carr, p.10) The global economy casts us not as responsible citizens with 
balanced, sustainable lifestyles, but as machine-like businesspeople, entrepreneurs and consumers, 
speedy and efficient, always networked, always busy, always on. It’s what Jean Baudrillard would have 
called hyperreal, or perhaps “a simulacrum raised to the second power.” (Baudrillard, Screened, p.151) As 
put by Sherry Turkle,  “life in a media bubble has come to seem normal.” (Turkle, p.16)

Psyche in the simulacrum

When part of your life is lived in virtual places [...] a vexed relationship develops between what is true and 
what is “true here,” “true in simulation.” [...] On social-networking sites such as Facebook, we think we will be 
presenting ourselves but our profile ends up as somebody else – often the fantasy of who we want to be. 
Distinctions blur. Virtual places offer connection with uncertain claims to commitment.

– Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p.153.

Almost twenty years ago, Alison Landsberg coined the term prosthetic memory to encapsulate the notion 
that individuals have the potential to possess vivid memories of experiences that are, in fact, not 
garnered from their lives but rather manufactured by the popular culture of mass media, which has 
“fundamentally alter[ed] our notion of what counts as experience.” (Landsberg, p.176) The implications are 
massive, since, of course, the living process of forming and recalling memories is a vital component in an 
individual’s construction of their self-identity and the continuing autobiographical narrative of their 
streaming consciousness. While Landsberg used the undivided attention demanded by the cinematic 
viewing experience to support her arguments, today, mass culture is most effectively transmitted by the 
networked digital artifacts that pervade our lives, through which we constantly shift between virtual and 
actual modes of presence. (Khan, p.31) Rather than our attention just being momentarily undivided by 
media (such as with communal cinema), it is now additionally permanently divided, distributed and 
fractured, doubtlessly resulting in an even more immersive and profoundly prosthetic experience. It 
effects more than our memories, the situation has now evolved to a state that could be termed a 
constantly distributed, prosthetic consciousness.

Our new devices provide space for the emergence of a new state of the self, itself, split between the screen 
and the physical real, wired into existence through technology.

– Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p.16.

Paradox of connectivity: Mobile yet tethered

By bringing the searchable information of the internet into physical places, networked mobile devices 
provide malleable ways of organizing and filtering experience, transforming the urban domain into what 
has been called a hybrid space. Individuals believe they are in control – they create their own experience 
by choosing from layers of spatialised information, and their tools are highly customizable, ready to be 
reordered and personalized to meet their desires. But how fundamentally are their options limited – how 
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significant a role is played by technological determinism? No two people will have the same online 
experience, but they are all restricted and fundamentally the same – within a controlling framework and a 
dominant paradigm. Therein lies the paradox. While the construction of the system of the web is 
democratized by personalized and crowd-sourced practices, (and conceived as such by Tim Berners-
Lee), the subjective experience of accessing it has become more individualized and insular. With an 
illusion of control and the novelty of the interface, the latest gadgetry and other superficial variables, 
users are overwhelmed beyond contemplating or questioning where the data and information is coming 
from or where it’s going. More often than not, there’s simply no time for contemplative questions about 
data: who generated it (and who didn’t); through what subjective context, framework or filters is it being 
presented; and ultimately, whose purpose is it serving?

The privacy sacrifice

Dominant web corporations like Google and Facebook trade on their massive databases of personal 
information, which they expand through innovative, (and often duplicitous), tracking and surveillance 
techniques,9 in combination with constant and unnecessary product iterations and their associated, ever-
altering privacy policies, which thus permit a user’s public exposure to be increased by default before 
they can comb through the labyrinthine control menus to select the “opt out” option. In his popular book 
The Filter Bubble, Eli Pariser outlines the rising web trend of ‘personalization’ – a phenomenon that’s 
being driven by commercial interests such as the institutions we just mentioned, who seek to create 
comprehensive portraits of internet users in order to maximize advertising revenue, while frequently 
disregarding a user’s right to privacy. For instance, in December 2009, Google began customizing each 
user’s search results, and a couple of months later, location data was integrated into all searches. 
(Gordon, p.2) The “behaviour market” of online commercialization means that: “every action you take 
online – every mouse click, every form entry – can be sold as a commodity.” (Pariser, web) This trend 
means the internet is now hyper-personalised to point that Pariser, a web idealist to the Berners-Lee 
degree, describes it as “threaten[ing] to control how we consume and share information as a society,” and 
allowing less room for a “democratic exchange of ideas.” (Pariser, web)

Everywhere internet: Ubiquitous hyper-mediation
Ubiquitous computing names the third wave in computing, just now beginning. First were mainframes, each 
shared by lots of people. Now we are in the personal computing era, person and machine staring uneasily at 
each other across the desktop. Next comes ubiquitous computing, or the age of calm technology, when 
technology recedes into the background of our lives.

—Mark Weiser, Designing Calm Technology

‘Ubiquitous computing’ and ‘calm technology’ are two interconnected terms coined by Mark Weiser 
(1952–99) of Xerox PARC, in 1988 and 1995 respectively. In Designing Calm Technology, Weiser and 
John Seely Brown described ‘calm technology’ as “that which informs but doesn't demand our focus or 
attention.” (Weiser, 1996) Reflecting the optimistic technophilia of his HCI background, Weiser further 
outlined a set of four principles describing ubiquitous computing:

The purpose of a computer is to help you do something else.
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The best computer is a quiet, invisible servant.
The more you can do by intuition the smarter you are; the computer should extend your unconscious.
Technology should create calm.

Their prophecy has become the manifesto of our age; our unconscious minds have indeed been 
‘extended;’ though, in the bargain, our conscious minds have hardly remained unperturbed. That brings 
us to some of the connotations of this visionary, ideal, HCI utopia: It presumes a human mind that is 
somehow inorganic and immutable, that can be represented in and extended by binary logic. What is 
really being described here is a human-computer hybrid, a cyborgian mode of existence, packaged as 
something inevitable; a friendly invasion that is yet deferential and even calming, that we’d be best off to 
just docilely accept without questioning the magnitude of its transformatory ramifications. As put 
succinctly in the lyrics of Kurt Cobain, what we’re meant to do is “serve the servants.”

A geospatial perspective

The mobile computers that increasingly permeate every aspect of our lives also provide us the 
opportunity to always be geo-spatial aware – that is, theoretically, to never be geographically ‘lost.’ But 
one of the consequences of mediating ourselves away from the natural world just might be the loss of our 
instinctive ability to form a sense of direction. Historically the human mind has been naturally good at 
developing ‘mental maps’ or ‘cognitive maps’ of an geographic area, a skill that grows stronger with use. 
But this ability can weaken through neglect, as dependency on GPS devices grows in our contemporary, 
tech-dependent era. Our new sense geographic placement is constant yet superficial – where one ‘is’ is 
within an artificial, symbolic representation, serving the technological agenda to make the virtual seem 
more real. According to psychologist Julia Frankenstein, “the more we rely on technology to find our way, 
the less we build up our cognitive maps.” (Frankenstein, web) The psychologist Eleanor Maguire has found 
that spatial experience influences the structure of the brain:

As taxi drivers learned the spatial layout of London, the gray matter in their areas — that is, the areas of the 
brain integrating spatial memories — increased. But if the taxi drivers’ internal GPS grew stronger with use, it 
stands to reason that the process is reversible after disuse. You may degrade your spatial abilities when not 
training them, as with someone who learned a musical instrument and stopped playing. Navigating, keeping 
track of one’s position and building up a mental map by experience is a very challenging process for our 
brains, involving memory (remembering landmarks, for instance) as well as complex cognitive processes (like 
calculating distances, rotating angles, approximating spatial relations). Stop doing these things, and it’ll be 
harder to pick them back up later.

– Eleanor A. Maguire, The New York Times, (Frankenstein, web)

It seems clear that a dependance on geospatial technology does relate to a degradation of spatial 
abilities that may have previously been developed, or prevent such intuitive, cerebral skills from from 
forming at all, in a manner not dissimilar to what we outlined earlier in regards to the influence of heavy 
web use on our cognitive structures. There have been numerous incidents of overly-mediated individuals 
who have lost their spatial abilities and put their complete faith in the authority of the heavenly network of 
the satellites orbiting our planet – people following their malfunctioning GPS devices to get lost, drive to 
the wrong destination on the other side of the country, or down an unsafe roads into obvious physical 
danger.10 But such have always been the sacrifices demanded of us by our faith-based ideologies.
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Urban computing perspective: The internet of things
The infrastructure that gets us these amenities also lends itself to repression, exclusion, and reinscription of 
class and other sorts of privilege. Urban computing doesn’t offer, in any way, a panacea for broken 
communities, or for our failures to create vibrant, vital, viable communities.

– Adam Greenfield, author and urbanologist, (Greenfield, 2006, p.259)

Cities themselves are becoming ‘smart,’ as urban infrastructure becomes networked and embedded with 
responsive capabilities of growing sophistication. Beyond mobile computing for social networking, the 
urban experience increasingly includes pervasive computing / the internet of things, networked big data 
and ambient informatics, as evidenced by the proliferation of building-sized interactive display screens, 
geotagging, open municipal wi-fi, augmented reality, geo-tagged tweets/micro-blogging, embedded RFID 
tags, QR codes, – with related new technologies being added almost daily.

Ambient-informatic propinquity and ambivalent adjacency

It remains to seen how these trends will effect larger patterns of activity in the city, but it seems inevitable 
that, as social norms change, advertisers will continue to use the technology to increasingly track, 
personalize and invade privacy. (Gordon, p.15) Popular location-based social networks such as Facebook, 
Twitter and Foursquare, whose business-models are advertising-dependent, seem to be designed to 
overcome randomness and chaos, and provide an individually ‘controlled,’ packaged, insular, closed-
garden-type of urban experience. They thereby highlight and increase the digital divide, and reinforce it 
through psychologically normalizing this segmentation. The impact on social interaction is difficult to 
measure, being gradual and enmeshed within other broader trends, but there doubtlessly has been and 
continues to be personal, social, and cultural implications and consequences on urban living and 
community. A related idea that comes from social psychology is ‘propinquity,’ which is supposed to be one 
of the main factors leading to interpersonal attraction. While it traditionally refers to the physical or 
psychological proximity between people, in the context of corporatized, highly-personalized, data-rich 
locative media, and the harvesting of the related private information as sellable commodity, there are 
serious connotations for the future of social interactions in the urban context. As the self-styled 
urbanologist Adam Greenfield muses:

Information that [...] visualize(s) basins of attraction and repulsion overlaid onto the actual—economic 
attractors, crime hotspots, conditions of enhanced or disrupted pedestrian flow—will increasingly become—be 
made— explicit, and be the aspects that drive large-scale choice. Not just on the basis of proximity, but of 
preference... of propinquity.

– Adam Greenfield (Khan, 2007, p.34)

We may already be able to witness urban activity patterns that serve as precursors to the effects 
widespread ambient informatics will have, in the way people address space today. One example is what 
Greenfield calls people in a state of ‘ambivalent adjacency,’ as manifested in the drunk-seeming meander 
people make while talking on their mobile phones in public. This phenomenon has also been called 
‘absent presence’: characterized by the unconscious public performance of an individual who has 
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removed themselves from their surrounding physical space through their totally absorption in the 
mediated world of elsewhere.11 (Gordon, p.85)

Augmented Reality: Inhabitable virtual space
Augmented Reality (AR) is essentially digital information overlaid on the real world. It is a live view of a 
physical environment that is virtually modified –elements are augmented by computer-generated sensory 
output such as video, graphics, sound or GPS data. This is usually done in real-time and in context with 
environmental elements using location awareness or even object recognition, so that virtual elements and 
information relating to the physical surroundings of the user become digitally interactive. Augmented 
reality is an increasingly important aspect of location-based mobile computing that is about to have a 
strong impact on geo-spatial awareness and an individual’s ability to be fully embody a specific physical 
place.

From infinite space to comfortable cage

Augmented Reality has become increasing prevalent in mainstream society recent years, including the 
popular Nintendo 3DS hand-held gaming console launched in 2011. A mass consumer-level release of 
hands-free AR glasses now seems immanent: In April 2012, the technology giant Google released a 
conceptual video of Project Glass,12 based on a working prototype of wearable AR glasses with voice-
activated controls. The video features a protagonist going about his daily tasks as an interface appears 
before his eyes, giving him a weather report and even mapping directions so he doesn’t get lost on his 
way to his destination three blocks away. Echoing Weiser, Google describes the project with the claim 
that the technology: “helps you explore and share your world, putting you back in the moment,”13 a 
ludicrously simplistic take on a technology that will leave the user more electronically networked but 
potentially more personally isolated than ever before. As it gains mainstream popularity, hands-free 
augmented reality clearly has a massive potential to heavily mediate, merging the way we explore and 
interact with digital media with our physical surroundings, and therefore profoundly altering not only the 
way we access information, but how we see and sense the world around us. The future promise seems 
to be that daily life may soon be saturated with ambient informatics, where attention is constantly 
distributed across virtual and actual territories.

Virtuality and its discontents

And the shepherds shall have no way to flee, nor the principal of the flock to escape.
– Jeremiah 25:35, King James Bible

Like the coming of the automobile, technological change is largely irreversible, and, in the wake of 
significant shifts, regaining a sustainable state at the level of society takes time and is by no means 
inevitable. Rapid changes can throw a society into a state of ingrained dysfunction and even self-
destruction, as the ongoing climate crisis has proven. Of course, this does not mean that we need 
continue celebrating soul-destroying three hour daily commutes into the sprawling suburbs as a coveted, 
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well-balanced lifestyle. We can seek and promote alternative, more-sustainable lifestyles. And so it is for 
information technology. Constant connectivity and mediation might be expected from work, friends and 
other social pressures, but ultimately, each of us as individuals have responsibility for what we spend our 
time doing and how we choose to use our minds. The question of our digital age is how to regain a 
balanced relationship with networked technologies, maintain a way-of-life conducive to encouraging 
creative, contemplative, and introspective thought, and resist the powerful, well-organized forces from 
across society that are conspiring to enable and produce the opposite result. 
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Counter Strategies
Lessons from addiction treatment

Addicts become addicted not because of the high, but because they need their substance to satisfy their 
physiological hunger, to relieve the symptoms of depression, and to stave off withdrawal symptoms.

– Janice Keller Phelps, M.D., addiction treatment specialist (Marohn, p.2)

Addiction treatment involves addressing, counteracting and rebalancing the biochemical, behavioural, 
emotional, and spiritual aspects of the disorder – and the nature and severity of the withdrawal 
symptoms. Abstinence, opiate substitution treatment, counselling, group therapy, social engagement and 
support groups are the common standards of treatment regimes. Previously, we broadly categorized 
addictions into two types: substance addictions (alcohol, nicotine) and process addictions (gambling, 
consumerism), and determined that internet addiction broadly fell into the later category, though with 
biochemical aspects that can have lasting neurological effect. While this certainly doesn’t mean that IAD 
should be readily treated with psychotropic medication, it could indicate that the withdrawal symptoms 
from media over-exposure might be physically manifest – for instance, an inability to concentrate on long-
passages of text might actually be due to one’s naturally plastic brain having physically re-wired itself 
after extended mis-use. As it relates to IAD, detoxification – which refers to the process of withdrawal that 
the individual’s body experiences when the formerly abused substance is withheld – could be 
experienced both mentally and physically as the brain’s neural activity returns to a more balanced, (dare 
we say natural), state. (Carr)

Part of why internet usage can be so addictive is its inherent lack of limits and absence of accountability. 
Common wisdom on addiction states that while people may start using a substance or activity to feel 
‘good’, addiction progresses to the point that they must use to keep from feeling ‘bad’. (Marohn, p.2) Well-
known withdrawal symptoms vary according to the nature of the addiction, (though many seem potentially 
relevant to the recovering internet addict): mood disturbances such as anxiety, depression, agitation, 
mood swings, irritability, and restlessness, and also physical symptoms such as chills, shaking, profuse 
sweating, and even (stress-related?) abdominal pain. (Marohn, p.2) Even after the conventional 
detoxification is complete, there’s also ‘Post-acute withdrawal syndrome,’ which can include the mood 
disturbances above as well as insomnia, listlessness, malaise, and/or headaches, and can occur as long 
as a year and a half after “detoxification,” thus inspiring the ‘addict for life’ motto of many addiction 
treatment techniques. (Marohn, p.2) For our purposes, at least one of the important lessons to take away 
from traditional addiction treatment is the idea of a regime being of a minimum set duration, to avoid an 
early drop-out during the onset of withdrawal symptoms. An example from American popular culture 
would be the celebrity Betty Ford Center, where most programs have a minimum stay of at least 30 days 
and an average recommended length that is significantly longer.14 As we shall later investigate through 
our design concept, controlled internet usage could be self-diagnosed and self-administered, through a 
repurposing and repositioning of the technology – both software and hardware – itself.

Some of the corrective strategies popularly used by treatment centres include content-control software, 
counselling, and cognitive behavioural therapy. Several group therapy and family therapy programs for 
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internet addicts have emerged, and involve interventionist programs to confront computer addicts with 
their disorders. Among the hopefully tongue-in-cheek titles for programs offered at Kimberly Young’s 
Center for Online Addiction in Pennsylvania are “cyberwidow support groups” (for the spouses of those 
having online affairs), “treatment for addiction to eBay” (a popular ecommerce site) and intense 
behavioural counseling (available in person, by telephone and, of course, online) to help clients get “web 
sober”. According to a wikipedia entry on the subject, similar treatment centres are popping up around the 
globe, including one near Seattle called ReSTART, a residential treatment centre for “pathological 
computer use” which offers a 45-day programme. And staying with the always reliable and unbiased 
wikipedia (in a passage that has sadly since been deleted), in China, treatment centres offer to “wean” 
teenagers from their compulsions using treatments so experimental that the Chinese government has 
officially banned the use of physical coercion and electro-shock therapy.15 

Digression: Digital addiction and the creative technologist

The relationship between addiction and creativity, as I see it, is not a causal one. Rather, there is a parallel 
process occurring in the psyche of the addict and the creative person. Both descend into chaos, into the 
unknown underworld of the unconscious. [...] But the addict is pulled down, often without choice, and is 
held hostage by addiction; the creative person chooses to go down into that unknown realm. [...]

– Linda Schierse Leonard, Witness to the Fire: Creativity and the Veil of Addiction. (Marohn, p.9)

Since at least the late 19th Century, creatives have been romanticized as so obsessed with their visions 
and ideas that they operate on the fringes of normal society, frequently abusing alcohol, using narcotics 
and displaying forms of eccentric, addictive behaviour. While the final triumph of late capitalism in the 
21st Century may have permanently expunged this popular conception, there remain certain parallels 
with the creative technologists of today, who frequently devote countless days and nights in a heavily-
mediated, permanently-distracted stupor, hunched over the glowing screens of their laptops ,obsessing 
over minute pieces of code. They are almost-unreservedly, to an individual, serious internet addicts, 
deeply in denial and perversely self-lauding their unchecked gadget-fetishism as ‘early-adoption.’ But 
perhaps the parallels end there: the strongest substance being abused is likely to be caffeine, and the 
principal delusions these self-styled techno-elites suffer from is a faith in coming windfall from a start-up-
led techno-utopia, and the illusionary significance of their status and personal influence in virtual domains 
and exclusionary social networks.
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Historical counter-initiatives
From Luddite to Neo-luddite: a historical excavation

Significant cultural and social change often involves 
resistance. An early anti-technology example is 
represented by the Luddites, a protest movement in 
early 19th-century England, against the textile 
factories that had brought in mechanized looms to 
replace their craft-workers during the Industrial 
Revolution. In contemporary usage, the term luddite 
still generally refers to a person who is unfamiliar with, 
or opposed to, technology and technological change, 
but a more nuanced definition is also possible. A 
luddite could refer to those of us who support a more 
critical examination of the excessive role technology 
plays in our lives as individuals and as communities, 
and a skeptical reappraisal of the technophilia that 
currently seems to dominate our society. (Ryder, 2012)
Perhaps our investigation will reveal a loosely-defined 

neo-luddite movement that could represent a counter-strategy to the corporate interests, and their heavy 
investments in continuing the promotion of an unfettered ‘consumerism,’ (materialistic and digital)– which 
involves an individual attempting to achieve happiness though endless acts of purchase, accumulation, 
consumption, and, in the case of media, overexposure.

Henri Lefebvre

The French philosopher Henri Lefebvre (1901–91) is good representative of the neo-marxist critique of 
the urban-industrial condition, which causes an individual to feel alienated and shackled to the false 
consciousness of popular and consumer culture. His design space was the city – a complex collection of 
social interactions and exchanges to which every citizen has a right. Lefebvre despaired of the 
quotidienneté or ‘everydayness’ of modern city life as soul-destroying, and stuck within a context of banal 
social interactions and an unfulfilling materialist environment. He conceived of most urbanites as 
workaholic sleepwalkers, lost in an endless metro-boulot-dodo (or ‘subway-work-sleep’) routine. On the 
topic of the design of urban spaces, Lefebvre noted the attempts at “formal-functional transparency” and 
observed that “the impression of intelligibility conceals far more than it reveals,” meaning the spaces we 
think of as most transparent and accessible should be suspect because it is precisely that illusion of 
transparency that conceals hidden agendas and political aims – a notion that could readily be applied to 
the popular digital spaces of today (and perhaps inspired Bolter’s refutation of the entire notion of 
transparency within the Interaction Design context). (Lefebvre, 1991, p.145) (Bolter, 2003) Just as the 
functionalism-formalism built into supposedly intelligible urban space conceals ideology, so does the 
functionalism of information networks and the digital devices we use to access them. We choose the 
information to display but there is always the implicit affordance that the information mapped by these 
services provides a true representation of the entirety of the information that could possibly be present in 
that space. Lefebvre would most certainly have interpreted today’s communication technologies as 
continuing the push towards a increasingly commodified space that defines the negative effects of late 
capitalist production on our society.
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Debord and the Situationists

One of the most celebrated movements to challenge the status quo of urban life through creative 
engagement with the city was the Situationist Internationale in Paris (1957–72), notably articulated by 
Guy Debord. The movement’s key notion has direct relevance to our investigation of over-mediation: its 
opposition to “the society of the spectacle.” According to Debord, “the spectacle is not a collection of 
images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that is mediated by images.” (Debord, p.12) The 
concept of “spectacle” originates in the all-encompassing, controlling nature of modern industrial and 
“post-industrial” capitalist culture, which manufactures desire and subsumes all into representation, 
including social relations. Ideas that certainly have continued resonance in the digital era of social 
networks and online identity commodification.

Seeking to combat the usual list of oppressors they shared with other post-Marxist, Frankfurt School, 
anti-establishment movements – alienation under capitalism, the culture industry and commodity 
fetishism, false consciousness and, of course, the aesthetic tyranny of capitalism – the Situationists used 
techniques that could be described as Ludic design public interventions, activities intended to unleash an 
awakened, passionate reconnection with ‘the real.’ Their influential ideas consisted of Psychogeography, 
the “study of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment ... on the emotions 
and behaviour of individuals;” and the Dérive, a “drifting” walk through urban space during which one 
could seek the unexpected, freedom from bureaucratic control, and a dream up a utopic projection of an 
alternate reality. (Debord, p.12) According to Debord, who oddly seems almost Lucy Suchmanesque, a 
situation was defined as an “integrated ensemble of behavior in time.” He continues:

Our central idea is the construction of situations, that is to say, the concrete construction of momentary 
ambiances of life and their transformation into a superior passional quality. [A situation] contains its own 
negation and moves inevitably toward its own reversal. 

– Guy Debord, June, 1957.16

To many, Debord and the Situationists represent an ideal merger of art and life in active, subversive 
practice, and the movement occupies an almost mythical status in the contemporary art world, by – as 
the artist Martha Rosler explains – “embodying every aspiring artist/revolutionary’s deepest wish – to be 
in both the political and the artistic vanguard simultaneously.” (Rosler, 2011)

Baudrillard and the simulacrum: Death of the real

Another thinker widely fêted in the contemporary art community, the post-structuralist French philosopher 
Jean Baudrillard (1929–2007) theorized on the effects of media over-exposure on society and our 
perception of reality through his notion of the simulacrum, which has direct resonance on the issues of 
hybrid space and problematic internet usage. Baudrillard pointed out that corporate culture and media so 
saturate every aspect of our lives that they actually construct perceived reality, and as individuals we 
depend on these simulations of reality to render our shared existence legible and meaningful. We have 
become so involved in and connected to things that merely simulate reality, and culture is so dominated 
by media consumption (and, today, the internet), that the ‘image’ has lost any connection to real things. 
All we have left is ‘hyperreality’ – a ‘death of the real’ that destroys the very idea of something being a 
true or a false copy – all we can have are simulations of reality, (which aren't any more or less ‘real’ than 
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the reality they simulate), an infinitely mutable and layered “precession of simulacra.” Baudrillard called 
this situation a third order simulacrum – a layered simulation in which every discourse is rendered 
inarticulate.

Baudrillard wrote of how modernity has committed to linear, spatialized time – time with a sense of 
direction that allows the past to be forgotten, the present to be lamented, and endless hope for a better 
future. It is a concept of time that implies a destination and an end – a Judeo-Christian point of final 
judgement and no return, which directly relates to ideas at the heart of technological determinism, and 
was produced by a society that diametrically rejected the cycles of nature that surrounded them to 
embrace a canonical morality of progress. These ideas are reflected in the corporate interests that seek 
to impose order and control on the nebulous tangle of the web, extolling its promise of an ideal future 
while ignoring its time-distorting, immersively addictive affordances. It is within this absurdist mass 
delusion, that one begins to grasp the notion of hyperreality – which Baudrillard described in typical 
hyperbolic, disruptive fashion to be forever triumphant over the real.

Deleuze, capitalism and schizophrenia

To what degree [...] have we moved beyond a psychogeography of the ‘attractions of the terrain,’ to a 
schizogeography of nodes and networks?

– Mark Shepard, Media Artist/Professor, in Urban Computing and its Discontents, (Khan, ed) p.32. 

In the two volumes of Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Anti-Oedipus, 1972 and A Thousand Plateaus, 
1980) Gilles Deleuze (1925–95) and Félix Guattari presented a free-from and controversial theory on the 
nature of free thinking. They postulated that society's innate herd instinct has allowed the government, 
the media, and corporations to take advantage of each person's unwillingness to be cut off from the 
group, and has deployed infantilizing commodification to mold us into neurotic and repressed individuals 
who suppress our differences and alienate ourselves from one another. Therefore, Deleuze and Guattari 
propose, those of us who have been diagnosed as suffering from mental disorders such as schizophrenia 
may not actually be insane, but could instead be individuals in the purest sense, by nature isolated from 
society and its harmful effects. Deleuze and Guattari take these ideas further: Reality is in fact a flux of 
change and difference – and ought to be affirmed by individuals who accept and celebrate the eccentric, 
‘schizoid’, aspects of themselves, thereby rediscovering their innate creativity, and overturning the 
established identities imposed on them by society, ultimately in order to reach their fuller potentials. 
Heady stuff, and something that seems unlikely to be possible while adsorbed within the confines of 
Facebook. Deleuze was also devoted to the immanence and singularity of creative encounters, believing 
that collaboration should ideally be transformatory, not merely an ideas swap. Whereas, the web is often 
a space of mass culture and conformity, with a near-meaningly jargon of constantly transforming useless 
acronyms and endless ‘meme’ gags, it is also, as we shall see, a powerful, transformative community 
builder and enabler.
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Realtechnik: Contemporary community-building

We are social beings
– Marshall McLuhan, on the urge to “retribalize” (Gutenberg Galaxy, 1964)

Sherry Turkle has coined the phrase, realtechnik, by which she means to capture the contextual 
pragmatism that is needed to tactfully respond to the worrying trends in our relationships with 
technologies and the risk of hypermediation. She urges that “we take a step back when we hear 
triumphalist or apocalyptic narratives about how to live with technology.” (Turkle, p.294) Of course, we 
haven’t quite realized the dystopian, futuristic visions represented by the marching worker-drones of Fritz 
Lang’s Metropolis, or even the obese space barge citizens of Pixar’s Wall-E, who are mediated to the 
point of being barely-mobile without robotic assistance. In fact, there is significant evidence to support the 
dominant, distinctly optimistic perspective on how the web and information technology has been for the 
betterment of society. This view is succinctly expressed in the titles of recent popular publications by Clay 
Shirky: Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing Without Organizations (2008) and Cognitive 
Surplus: Creativity and Generosity in a Connected Age (2010). From this perspective, the internet 
positively buzzes with virtual conversations and ideas being freely exchanged and developed across the 
globe, non-stop and at a frantic pace. With justification, online phenomena including open source 
software, open data, crowd sourcing, web economics and social computing have all been lauded as 
representing a massive benefit to humanity’s collective intelligence.

Open Source and DIY

There is a new appreciation for the power and importance of community and sharing, represented by 
social movements with terms such as ‘Do-It-Yourself,’ ‘open-source/open-systems’ and so-called 
‘hackathons.’ This trend is powered by a loose collection of initiatives such as open-programming-
languages and collaboration-based software tools (processing, openframeworks, pure data, arduino, etc), 
open-source coding-languages (PHP, javascript, etc) and many others. These movements are roughly 
characterized by a willingness of the founders not to emphasize centralized, corporatized control and 
user-commodification, but rather the opposite. Collectives are established, sharing infrastructure/
ecosystems are built, nurtured and, if adopted by individuals with sufficient critical mass, initiatives evolve 
from there. They are sketchbooks for the digital age, using code and hacked prototypes and enable 
learning-by-doing in an pragmatic ethos that can be tracked from John Dewey and Donald Schön: 
Community members as self-empowered participants in the process of exploration, production, education 
and discovery. The movement has popularized the use of technology for artistic expression and 
encouraged the use of play and experimentation to realise potentially-innovative ideas rapidly and 
cheaply.

The Social Web: From isolated engagement to communal experience

Not everyone would agree with Sherry Turkle’s assessment that “the lure of internet relationships, 
constantly available but inherently superficial, might make both genuine connection and genuine solitude 
impossible.” (Turkle, p.152) The social web is far more than Facebook and Twitter – there are numerous 
counter-initiatives to isolation that enable real-world activities, encourage group interactions and enrich 
lives. Organizations such as craigslist.com, meetup.org, couchsurfing.org, airbnb.com, gidsy.com not to 
mention a plethora of match-making dating sites, are all examples of successful online initiatives that 
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have encouraged a non-corporate, human-to-human exchange, whether for various social activities and 
common interests, to stay with and meet new people when travelling instead choosing a bland hotel 
experience, to trade directly with artisans and craftspeople, or even to arrange a meeting with a potential 
life partner.

Digital detox: obtaining a virtual backbone

There is also the notable trend of mainstream awareness of the distracting, addictive qualities of the 
internet steadily increasing. A growing suite of productivity-enhancing, tranquility-providing applications 
are available to tactically shield computer users from the web’s distractions (providing them with what 
Nicholas Carr calls a “virtual backbone”). (Carr, p.226) These include Freedom,17 which blocks a 
computer’s internet access for a set duration, and Anti-social18 which prevents a user from accessing 
Facebook and their other social networks for a selectable number of hours. There are also several 
browser tools to enable users to focus on the current task without interruption, by saving interesting web 
pages for later reading, including Safari’s build-in ‘Reading List’, Instapaper19 and Readability20.

The mainstream news media has also started to pay more attention to the psychological aspects of 
heavy internet usage – Nicolas Carr’s The Shallows was an international bestseller, and related articles 
have recently appeared in The Guardian21, The Atlantic22 and Newsweek23, which reported that the very 
public psychotic breakdown of film-maker Jason Russell (responsible for the watched-by-90-million 
Youtube sensation Kony 201224), was connected to severe internet addiction. There is even a case of a 
technology journalist who announced he is “leaving the internet for a year” (and now, with assistance, 
files nostalgic stories recalling its use), because, as he explained: “ I've found ways to fill every crevice of 
my life with it, and I'm pretty sure the internet has invaded some places where it doesn't belong.”25
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18 http://anti-social.cc

19 http://www.instapaper.com/

20 http://www.readability.com

21 http://gu.com/p/39bbb

22 http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2012/07/exploiting-the-neuroscience-of-internet-addiction/259820/

23 http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2012/07/08/is-the-internet-making-us-crazy-what-the-new-research-says.html

24 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4MnpzG5Sqc

25 http://www.theverge.com/2012/4/30/2988798/paul-miller-year-without-internet
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Media art and critical design
Media are among the most profound technologies, and they do not disappear. Instead, media and their forms 
oscillate between being invisible and visible—between being windows and mirrors. When media become 
visible, they become mirrors, reflecting the world around them, the contexts in which they function.

– Jay Bolter and Diane Gromala, Windows and Mirrors, p.107.

Socially-engaged media art initiatives have a lineage beyond what can summarized here, so let it be 
suffice to acknowledge it and mention works such as John Heartfield’s genre-inventing photomontage 
political critiques, Jean Tinguely’s self-destructing kinetic sculpture Homage to New York and Billy 
Klüver’s seminal Experiments in Art and Technology collective with esteemed creatives such as John 
Cage. Beyond the materialist obsessions, pretentious decadence and vulgar wealth of the bourgeois 
global contemporary art industry, it yet remains the duty of the creative to shake us from our collective 
malaise and reenergize human experience and perception with substance. Numerous contemporary 
media artists and designers continue the legacy of exploring and reacting to how society is being 
reconceptualized through the onslaught of the digital lifestyle. The space of public creative expression is 
itself technologized, and creative works often evolve their tools in step with technological innovation, to 
inform and perhaps even contribute to that process in their attempts to re-imagine and challenge the 
ways individuals interact within hybrid space. According to contemporary art researcher Amy Elias, it may 
even be possible to continue to be inspired by Guy Debord’s Situationist Internationale as we plod along 
in the digital era:

Yet if the Situationist International was correct, and the triumph of the spectacle in material space is inevitable, 
it may be that détournement, derive, and psychogeography in cyberspace—the conjoining of humanity, art, 
and cosmopolitan space within the completely artificial and algorithmic “space” of virtual reality—may, 
ironically, be our last means to glimpse the authentic life.

–  Amy J. Elias, Psychogeography, Détournement, Cyberspace, p.841.

Selected26 contemporary design provocations

There have been numerous media art and design projects that have successfully addressed our 
changing, and in some respects dysfunctional, relationships with mediating technologies. The following is 
a short selection of notable projects that have recast technologies in unfamiliar roles to address these 
fluctuating relationships – often with the explicit agenda to disrupt the status quo and provoke a 
reconsideration.

Dunne & Raby

Anthony Dunne and Fionna Raby have not only inspired their design students to challenge social, cultural 
or ethical issues, but have also created several provocative critical design projects of their own, including 
the installation S.O.C.D., (Sexual Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, created with Michael Anastassiades), 
which requires a participant to hold an unusual dildo-shaped video controller with sensors that detect the 
user’s arousal level, and then distort/pixelate a video in direct proportion: “The more aroused you 
become, the bigger the pixel size, and the more distorted the sound gets. If you let go the film goes blank. 
To enjoy your video, you need to hold on but try to de-arouse yourself.” Apparently, it’s designed for 
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“people who enjoy porn but feel a bit guilty watching it.”27 Another project of theirs, GPS Table, consists of 
a needy table embedded with a screen and a GPS system. The table is displays a status of ‘lost’ when its 
GPS sensor cannot locate itself, provoking a nurturing instinct in people, who adopt it and help the table 
find itself again. 

Bill Gaver

Bill Gaver, who leads the Interaction Research Studio at Goldsmiths, University of London and is also an 
advocate of design probes and ludic design, has worked closely with participants to create projects that 
personalize and de-corporatize screens and cameras, including Video Window (2006–ongoing), which 
involves an always-on indoor screen that displays a live feed from a video camera mounted on a pole 
high above the home.

Timo Arnall, Jørn Knutsen and Einar Sneve Martinussen: Immaterials28

Immaterials (2009–ongoing) is a hertzian space investigation by a team of Norwegian designers, who 
built a rod that indicates the strength of invisible wi-fi signals through a bar of lights. The project is then 
presented as a series of long-exposure photographs of the light rod moving across the landscape, thus 
revealing a ubiquitous, fragmented topography of wireless networks in the physical environment, as the 
password-protected private networks, as well as open, free ones, extend into public spaces.

Otto von Busch, David Cuartielles and Unsworn Industries

Power Pilgrims29 (2003) was a public intervention involving participants wearing monk robes, held 
together by battery-powered electromagnets that require regular and frequent recharging to stay on. 
Their message: “I am a power pilgrim. I travel the world to praise the great electrical networks. Please 
provide me with power so that I can continue my journey.”

Gordan Savicic

Gordan Savicic’s project Constraint City30 (2007–10) is quite literally a Hertzian space straight-jacket.
In an artist performed public intervention, Savicic wears a technically-customized sensor-jacket with chest 
straps that tighten and cause discomfort in response to the electromagnetic waves of the urban 
environment. The long established Australian media artist Stelarc has also done similar projects in which 
the internet controlled his body.

Eric Paulos 

The American creative technologist Eric Paulos has equipped mobile devices with custom sensors to 
crowd-source the collection of geolocated environmental data – such things as air quality, noise pollution, 
UV levels, water quality, etc. – so as to create heat-map visualizations of, for instance, carbon-monoxide 
levels, at the level of the exposed individual participant. Paulos has defined the term ‘Participatory 
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28 http://yourban.no/2011/02/22/immaterials-light-painting-wifi/

29 http://www.unsworn.org/rd/pilgrims

30 http://www.yugo.at/equilibre/
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Urbanism’ as “(the) open authoring, sharing, and remixing of new or existing urban technologies marked 
by, requiring, or involving participation, especially affording the opportunity for individual citizen 
participation, sharing, and voice.”31 Previously, with projects like “Jaberwocky,” Paulos was investigating 
ideas of using mobile phones to create passive network awareness, of for instance, other Bluetooth 
users, with the intention of maintaining consciousness in hypermediated urban commuters of subtle 
social phenomena such as the “familiar stranger.”32

Jonathan Harris

We Feel Fine,33 co-created by Jonathan Harris and Sep Kamvar, is an online project that uses large-
scale social media blog data to visually analyze the emotional state of the collective, internet-using 
anglosphere, by mining sentences containing the phrase “I feel” or “I am feeling.” The project comprises 
of short texts, photos and demographic information and has collected over 13 million feelings since 2005. 
Jonathan Harris’ other projects address issues related to how humans relate to technology and to each 
other, online dating, modern mythology, anonymity, news and language.

Christian Nold 

Christian Nold is an American artist, community activist and teacher whose projects address similar 
issues, but with more emphasis on specific communities and user groups. Biomapping34 (2004 – 
ongoing) is a community mapping project that visualizes the emotional, sensory and experiential 
topography of cities from the level of individual participants. Using techniques such as biometrics and 
sensory deprivation, an individual’s lived experiences are recontextualized and the results depict a 
shared urban existence that has been rehumanized at an individual level.

Mark Shepard

The American creative technologist and professor Mark Shepard35 has created projects that address 
issues related to assessing technology from the perspective of the individual, often in opposition to, and 
fear of, perceived corporate or state interests. The project Tactical Soundgarden36 (2004 – ongoing) 
allowed participants to use mobile devices to record, listen and edit audio files in the setting of the 
community park, thereby using technology to refamiliarize participants with their auditory surroundings 
and recontextualize the proximate experience of nature in the urban context.

His Sentient City Survival Kit37 (2010) initiative is comprised of a variety of projects which recast 
technology as enabling individual resistance to encroaching corporate and state control. One of the 
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32 http://www.neural.it/art/2006/08/the_familiar_stranger.phtml

33 http://www.wefeelfine.org/

34 http://www.biomapping.net/

35 http://www.andinc.org/v3/

36 http://www.tacticalsoundgarden.net/

37 http://survival.sentientcity.net/
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projects was Serendipitor,38 an alternative navigation mobile app designed to help the user to “find 
something by looking for something else,” and to “maintain consciousness” in a sentient urban 
environment of the near future. Enter an origin and a destination, and the app provides several possible 
routes, as well as suggestions for possible actions and public interventions, intended to introduce “small 
slippages and minor displacements.” The project also included: an RFID tag scanner detecting system 
that alerts the user when they are being electronically probed as they walk by stores; an offline, closed 
network of wirelessly-connected coffee mugs allowing surreptitious communication, and an umbrella 
equipped with an LED system that algorithmically frustrates any night-time surveillance tracking systems 
one might walk by.

Aram Bartholl

The German artist Aram Bartholl has addressed the growing importance of the web on our physical 
reality, and contemporary culture’s inflated obsession with information technology, through a variety of 
public projects. His Map (2006–10) involved the creation of a giant-sized sculptural version of the familiar 
red map pin icon Google maps uses to digitally mark locative search results, which was then publicly 
installed in the centre of various towns – the centre as decided by Google map algorithms. Since on the 
online map interface, the pin is visually depicted as casting a physical shadow, the transition from virtual 
to sculptural seems almost evolutionary. As Bartholl states: “Transferred to physical space the map 
marker questions the relation of the digital information space to every day life, public city space.”39 
Another one of his projects, Dead Drops, re-imagines the city as a physical manifestation of a peer-to-
peer file sharing anti-network – purposefully re-using barely-archaic tech in a creative way: USB flash 
storage thumb drives are embedded into the walls of buildings at various locations, which anyone can 
then use to transfer files to or from.

Steve Lambert

Steve has created numerous projects that challenge internet conventions – such as an extended, 
awkward video explanation for a 404 not found page.40 He has also collaborated with the infamousYes 
Men activist performance artists to create a duplicate New York Times website with fake announcements 
about the end of war, and created browser plug-ins that replace online advertising with art, as well as 
‘SelfControl’, an early41 browser plug-in that allows users to block their own ability to access distracting 
websites for timed durations so they can get work done.

Sander Veenhof

Sander Veenhof’s Infiltrations42 (2010–present) is a series of projects involving GPS-based augmented 
reality mobile apps (created using LayAR) that place interactive virtual art in unauthorized locations, 
including the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Pentagon and the White House.
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41 We previously mentioned some of the more commercial, later iterations of this idea.

42 http://sndrv.nl
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Julian Oliver

Julian Oliver’s The Artvertiser43 (2010–present) involves providing participants with custom-built 
binoculars through which existing billboard advertisements are augmented with superimposed artistic 
messages and visuals. 

Keiichi Matsuda

Keiichi Matsuda’s short film Augmented City44 presents a realistic vision of the near future, in which 
people use advanced augmented reality to completely customize their surroundings by interacting with 
floating interfaces.
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Expert Interviews
A series of interviews were conducted with individuals professionally engaged with creative technology in 
some way, and so require a high degree of mediation and connectivity in their daily lives. The extended 
exposure required by their occupations put them at a high risk of developing a problematic relationship 
with networked digital media, and yet, their intimate familiarity with the underlying strategies of the 
technology’s implementation could also provide a psychological shield from potential dysfunction. 

The interviewing technique was informed by an awareness that the issue of addiction is sensitive, being 
closely associated with personal shame and denial, which might result in a hesitancy on the part of the 
interviewee to any direct, public admission of a problem. After an initial focus on the subject’s area of 
expertise, the discussions then addressed some of the related socially dysfunctional issues we previously 
identified.

Some of the open-ended questions included:

1. Is it important for you to ‘turn it off’ or ‘unplug it’ once in a while? How do you do it?

2. Do you have any special techniques for limiting the amount of time you spend staring at a screen each 
day?

3. How actively do you distinguish between productive and unproductive time on the internet?

4. Do you keep track of how much time you spend online each day, or is that something you’d really 
rather not know? 
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Subject ‘A’: a Malmö-based Iranian architect / interaction design student
Interview conducted 22 April, 2012

Excerpt:

(On the topic of internet usage / media consumption)

I don’t know what to do without the internet. 

I mean, I wake up in front of my laptop, and I go to sleep in front of it. I’m super addicted. I don’t know of 
any other way to, you know, enjoy my time, other than use the internet. (Laughter) I’m awful, I know!

(On the topic of being online for extended periods)

There was a project that was due last year. I had to render some complex video – it took so long, and I had 
to be awake and behind my laptop, looking at the screen, to check what was happening, the entire time. 
So as the video was rendering, I was on the internet surfing. It was really useful – otherwise I would have 
gone crazy, staring at the rendering process. 

The internet has had a great affect on my life, since I got introduced to it. I was 11 years old or something 
like that when I first used the internet. Afterwards it just kept going. And now I have so many communities 
of friends there – if want to go date somebody, if want to go see someone, I just go to the internet and I 
have like, a profile in every possible website. (Laughter) Imagine!  I have to find the time to check them all. 

(On the topic of the internet having a negative influence)

I’ve heard there are some harmful effects [to internet usage] but I haven’t faced them yet. I’m quite happy 
with it. I have a bed in my room but I prefer to sleep on the couch as it’s closer to my laptop. I have an 
ipad, but I work in parallel, so the laptop is much better.

There have been a couple of times when the internet was off in my house and thought: It’s a miracle! I 
have so much time! What should I do? You know, I had nothing to do. I felt like I was quite addicted. I really 
could have done so much ...

Observations and analysis

The subject is clearly heavily mediated, and quite possibly addicted, though seems self-aware of the 
potential dangers. His internet usage, though unregulated, seems somewhat focused and oriented to 
fulfilling specific goals. The subject’s internet usage therefore defies being readily classified as 
‘dysfunctional.’
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Subject ‘B’: a New York-based, American media design professional
Interview conducted 22 March, 2012

Excerpt:

[…] as our reliance on technology to mediate our physical experiences grows, our priorities for 
those experiences shifts towards what can be tangibly measured by those technologies. It also 
limits the scope of our appreciation for physical experiences – e.g. concentrating on taking a 
smartphone video of a concert rather than appreciating the music and atmosphere itself with 
your own eyes.

I stopped using Foursquare because I found myself only checking in at locations where I was 
bored or waiting for something else – primarily transit stops. When I was out having fun, my 
mind did not prioritize letting my phone know where I was. 

Observations and analysis

Of note was the subject’s use of ‘tangible’ to describe what were formerly considered subjective thoughts 
or perceptions – psychological and neurological experiences – reflecting the physical cognitive re-wiring 
experienced by the hypermediated, as outlined by Baudrillard, and people like Nicholas Carr and Paul 
Howard Jones.

Also of interest is the subject’s self-awareness of his social media self-censorship – the riddelin-
generation’s paradigm of an invariably fun, active, positive persona that must be generated for public 
consumption. The subject knowingly builds social media avatars to be fully hyperreal, marketable 
products, and readily abandons the systems if he cannot meet their expectations. 
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Subject ‘C’: a Montreal-based, Austrian media artist/creative technologist
Interview conducted 22 March, 2012

Excerpt:

(On the topic of urban media art and Mark Shepard’s Serendipitor project)

So you either have a set of instructions you follow in order to get lost, or a set of instructions/
suggestions on how to appreciate what you stumble upon while lost. Does it work? Is your head 
really in a lost-state when you are taking part in such an experiment?

Who nowadays gets lost in geography? We have too many helpful devices, plus – more 
importantly – we don’t seem to have the freedom and time to get lost. Being lost = distress of 
missing an appointment. Always negative. Maybe we can only truly get lost when on a holiday 
with enough time, willingness and unfamiliar surroundings?

(Escapism / Debord:) When ‘getting lost’ means simply to lose track of ones mapped out 
pathway, you can go from getting lost in space to getting lost in reality. I like this idea, that losing 
your way in a city can trigger all sorts of other wished-for sensations of getting lost, of escaping 
commitments, escaping your life, losing control … Getting lost gets a positive connotation here, 
by giving you this (brief) window where you can escape from your daily life. Which pretty much 
always happens when you are in a completely-new-to-you environment. When you encounter 
the unknown. Your senses are more aware, you life more in the NOW than in the past/future. 

Observations and analysis

The subject’s comments represented the celebratory obsession with being ‘busy’, ‘time-poor’ and 
‘productive,’ popular in competitive and intensely urban environments, (and invariably featured in dead-
on-arrival jokes delivered on stage at technology conferences). The subject also seemed to value the 
need for creative technologists to escape from digital media on occasion, making a strong correlation 
between a state of relaxation, a loss of control, and a non-work, holiday type of situation, away from 
digital technology. 
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Subject ‘D’: a Helsinki-based Finnish creative director / interaction designer
Interview conducted 1 April, 2012

Excerpt:

(On the topic of the subject’s particular urban media initiative and the issue over-mediation)

Transparency and openness removes friction through offering a fairly objective lens to history 
and decision making. That’s something we wanted to design into [this project] as well. Rather 
than take the usual, dystopic approach against new technology, we want to bring people closer 
to the cities they live in and even their local neighborhoods by making invisible things that affect 
their daily lives visible.

[...]

I believe advertising and noncommercial information can coexist in the same city. But this 
requires rules and code of conduct from the cities, and the content providers as well.

I also believe that when we haven an opportunity to actually design and build a system like this 
from the scratch into a city, we can get pretty good results in terms of where the screens are 
and how they function. The glowing rectangles are a bit of a problem but nothing that can’t be 
solved through careful planning and design. But this also relates to far bigger questions about 
the cities, screen estate, mobile services, etc. Sao Paolo has shown that a city can stay vibrant 
without outdoor ads for example — we just need the ones who think differently and are willing to 
take the plunge. 

Observations and analysis

The subject was in full ‘sales pitch’ mode, describing their project with confidence and pride, propagating 
the myth of the transparent affordance, while slickly implementing the well-worn rhetorical tactic of 
creating the ‘strawman’ (in this case dystopian techno-nihilists) for easy dismissal. However, the subject’s 
concept that advertising requires “rules and a code of conduct” displays a sense of social ethics and 
balance, perhaps reflecting his Nordic origins. As with most creative technologists involved in the 
commercial sphere, the subject was dismissive of the notion of over-mediation, believing it to be readily 
solved through “careful planning and design.”
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Subject ‘E’: a Seattle-based American interaction designer / creative director
Interview conducted 20 February, 2012

Excerpt:

(On the topic of recent innovations in mediated geo-spatial awareness)

If a time traveler had introduced Twitter to the Romans, it would have likely destroyed their civilization. 
They simply weren't ready for the level of transparency afforded by such a technology, certainly not in any 
deterministic sense. They would have had none of the gradual "mediation" of culture and knowledge that 
contemporary civilizations take for granted – and none of the ingrained mores or intellectual and creative 
discipline to harness a perspective on the potential around its function. Unchecked in these ways, Twitter 
would have wrought social and political havoc at all levels of the Roman enterprise.

I offer this provocation simply to hi-light the notion that we denizens of the contemporary moment have in 
fact been allowed to acclimate (however bitterly or joyfully) to our various and cyborgian awarenesses and 
their attendant responsibilities at quite a leisurely pace. This pace is quickening, to be sure. Human/Geo-
spatial harmony began with the moon-shot images of the 1960s and has been increasing in cognitive 
critical mass ever since. And while I'll admit to feeling a thrill at my first encounter with the affordance of a 
motion-blurred pin-drop, I consider it no more than a key deterministic step on the way to solar-spatial 
awareness and beyond (which we're already headed for in any case: 'Solar Walk', anyone?) 

[...] Yes, absolutely. The inevitable outward (and inward)-falling powers-of-ten we humans seem naturally 
prone to is driven by a genetic imperative called "intelligence". This faculty allows us the so-far distinct 
advantage of identifying patterns and developing heuristics for the development of greater and greater 
resource pools here on earth and eventually, one might surmise, the known universe. 

A final cautionary remark: while one of the greatest impacts of human geo-spatial awareness may, like the 
whole earth image before it, induce an even more highly developed sense of planetary stewardship, such 
awareness can also lead to the acceleration in the consumption of said emerging resources. We must 
either learn to pace ourselves as a species or else risk losing our momentum before the next meaningful 
shift in our overall cosmological perspective. Like every civilization before us, we have limits on the amount 
and tenor of information we can meaningfully interpret and make use of without destroying ourselves 
utterly. The Romans managed that with much lesser technologies at their command – I like to think our 
acquired global perspective via technological innovation is a mark in humanity's favour, less decline.

Observations and analysis

The subject seemed unmediated enough to retain an awareness of the self-created ecological crisis 
currently facing his species. His strongly optimistic stance towards humanity’s ability to innovate itself out 
of any serious crisis situation represents a thorough indoctrination in techno-utopian thought.
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Subject ‘F’: a Brussels-based American illustrator / designer
Interview conducted 2 March, 2012

Excerpt:

The objective in my work is to inspire ownership among consumers on their role in social and ecological 
sustainability. I believe a big part of that ownership comes from awareness about how our own everyday, 
seemingly inconsequential actions connect to the world.

The smart phones and other near-ubiquitous geo-locating tools allow us see our own geographic locations 
within the context of the world. This is a first step. What I'm interested in is taking this further – to help us 
see how our location on this earth connects to the location of other people/resources/products – and their 
respective and collective impacts on the world around us. 

My hope is that these projects bring a spark of insight to help people to grasp part of their individual role in 
'the big picture'.

Observations and analysis

The subject seemed to register low on the mediation scale and displayed a strong grasp of ecological 
issues. She sought to use design to empower individuals and increase their individual self-awareness, 
deploying what could be called a non-critical counter-strategy. 
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Subject ‘G’: a Madrid-based multimedia designer
Interview conducted 15 May, 2012

Excerpt:

"My name is xxx and I'm an addict."

"I have also tried everything like the 'Self Control', some plug-ins for Google Chrome that allow you to add 
a black list of sites you don't what to visit, because usually I really need internet for working so I cannot 
disconnect entirely. Sometimes it works, sometimes I find a way to hack it so that it doesn't work anymore. 

"Something that is working for me - it doesn't disconnect me from the internet but at least it allows me to 
just read a small piece of text and just to something else - those programs like "read it later". For me that's 
a good solution because even if it doesn't completely prevent you from wasting your time, when you find 
something interesting you can add it to a read it later list, and when you in the mood for calm and quiet 
reading, you can lie on the couch and read it on your ipad or kindle. It offers a different context. You move 
from the context of searching, to the context of enjoying and reflecting. You these sort of programs offer a 
different sort of solution."

[On the topic of ‘devices’]

"When I do a lot of browsing it's usually on my main computer, and more calm, quiet reading is on the ipad.
 I've also tried many other things like having all sorts of webpages blocked on my computer. And having 
the ipad in the other room so it doesn't distract. If I want to check twitter I have to stop what I'm doing and 
go into the other room. 

Observations and analysis

The subject is highly mediated due to professional obligations and fully aware of how problematic 
unproductive internet usage can be, to the point of having developed various strategies for maintaining 
focus and segmenting exposure: eg. using different devices for different kinds of contexts – the computer 
(laptop) for working and work-related browsing, the ipad for consuming information.
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Subject ‘H: a Seattle-based video game developer
Interview conducted 15 May, 2012

Excerpt:

[On the topic of ‘internet addiction’]

“If some told me that I was addicted to the internet and would say ‘I'm not addicted. I use the 
internet to communicate, to peruse information [and] for important goals. To inform my brain of 
new things, and that's a good thing.’ For my perspective I pre-assume that everything I do online 
is for good. It would take a really strong intervention for me to reconsider that what I'm doing 
might be a problem.”

Observations and analysis

The subject has developed a personal sense of righteousness in regards to his internet usage, seemingly 
closely linked with a belief in an ideal of the web as a invaluable source of knowledge and information 
and an crucial enabler of self-improvement. Subject was clearly highly mediated, partially out of 
professional necessity, to the point that during the course of the informal interview his attention was 
frequently diverted to his tablet device, requiring an interventionist deployment of our signal-blocking 
technology probe to complete the interview.45
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Summarizing the interviews

The interviews were conducted in a broad and unfocused manner, with an extremely small sample group,   
which precludes any definitive or conclusive results, but nevertheless, allow us to surmise the tacit 
knowledge that may have revealed by this expert group. In general, extended internet usage seems less 
problematic when there are predetermined goals, and the purpose is related to work or social activities. In 
terms of the sharing-isolation paradigm of the social web previously articulated by Turkle, it would seem 
that a self-awareness of the shallowness of such engagements mollifies potential dysfunction. There 
seemed to be a common mindfulness among the interviewees of the necessity of maintaining 
technology’s role as a means to end, rather than an end in itself. For example, Subject B regulated the 
personal sharing of social media to present an ideal version of himself as a popular, outgoing, cultured 
individual, and when it instead seemed to reveal the true banalities of his everyday life, the service no 
longer fit its purpose and he cancelled his participation. 
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Research Evaluation
An Interaction Design perspective

The very idea that a disorder such as internet addiction could exist has attracted fierce opposition and 
open mockery from those who depend on the information technology industries for their livelihoods. Sara 
Kiesler, a professor of computer science and human-computer interaction at Carnegie Mellon University, 
is one vocal representative of this opinion, who has gone so far as to call IAD a self-correctable “fad 
illness”, that is less serious than television addiction: 

I think using the internet in certain ways can be quite absorbing, but I don't know that it's any different from an 
addiction to playing the violin and bowling. [...] There is absolutely no evidence that spending time online, 
exchanging email with family and friends, is the least bit harmful. We know that people who are depressed or 
anxious are likely to go online for escape and that doing so helps them.

– Sara Kiesler (Kershaw, web)

According to Kiesler, defining problematic internet usage as an addiction “demeans really serious 
illnesses, which are things like addiction to gambling, where you steal your family's money to pay for your 
gambling debts, drug addictions, cigarette addictions. These are physiological addictions.” (Kershaw) Bold 
statements to make as a non-psychologist, that may relate to the positivistic, ambitious, techno-
deterministic nature of her background. As Sherry Turkle points out, the crux of the controversy may lie in 
overly-simplistic, even anti-humanistic assumptions of what addiction and addiction treatment entails: 

The idea of addiction, with its one solution that we know we won’t take, makes us feel hopeless. We have to 
find a way to live with seductive technology and make it work for our purposes.

– Sherry Turkle, Alone Together, p.294

Of course, within the contemporary medical community, addiction treatment has become far more 
complex and nuanced than “the one solution” of abstinence supported by conventional psychiatry and 
popular ‘Twelve-Step’ programs, which are in turn based on the out-dated incurable disease model of 
“Once an addict, always an addict.” The problematic issues associated with networked media and the 
alluring frenzied blitz of online information are likely one or two steps beyond the conventional, North 
American model of addiction treatment, with its binary framework of problem-solution, substance abuse-
abstinence. Indeed, the ever-growing, integral importance of the internet denotes that a more nuanced 
understanding of and approach to our cyborgian state is likely to be required, and advocacy for such an 
understanding should ethically really originate and take root within the fields of cyber-anthropology and 
interaction design.

Rethinking the affordances of networked digital media

Central to the field of Interaction Design and HCI is the concept of affordances, a term coined by the 
American psychologist James J. Gibson and later expanded and popularized by Donald Norman in The 
Design of Everyday Things. Gibson defined affordances as the “action possibilities” of an object or 
environment and its user, whereas Norman, who brought the concept into the realm of everyday objects 
and product design, described it as “the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily those 
fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used.” (Norman, 1988, p.9) 
Further contributions to the evolution of the idea have come from Janet Murray, who, in Hamlet on the 
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Holodeck and the recently published Inventing the Medium, has usefully defined four broad categories of 
affordances of what she stresses to call “the digital medium” in the singular: procedural, participatory, 
encyclopedic, and spatial. (Murray, 2011, web) Bill Gaver has also written extensively on media 
affordances, providing the critical notion that affordances can also be assessed through three qualities: 
perceptible, hidden, and false. (Gaver, 1991, p.80) Informed by these ideas as well as by our previous 
research, and using Murray’s four affordances as our structure, let us now venture to account for the 
affordances offered by the internet and its ecosystem of related networked digital media (as we have 
previously defined them in our research), and their addictive, perhaps overly immersive qualities.

1. The procedural affordance refers to the actions and processing power of the computer and the 
procedure of conditional, executable rules or instructions that it follows. Murray further describes 
procedurality as having “created a new representational strategy” that allows for “the simulation of real 
and hypothetical worlds as complex systems of parameterized objects and behaviors.” According to 
Murray, procedurality is well designed when “visible” (“perceptible” following Bill Gaver) and “in the 
control of the interactor.” The procedural affordances of the web have certainly grown increasingly 
more sophisticated as the media has matured and been segmented and commodified. Much of the 
procedural activity such as personal data-mining and tracking are what Gaver would call “hidden 
affordances,” and even those that are “visible” (Murray) or “perceptible” (Gaver) to the user, are often 
protracted and unnecessary, there to artificially prolong the immersion, such as the profusion of 
information feed and personalization controls of the currently globally dominant webportal Facebook.

2. The participatory affordance is that which allows and invites human action that manipulates, 
contributes to, and has an effect upon digital content, digital artifacts and/or “the represented world.” 
The web has certainly evolved to allow for more and easier manipulation of its online content: its 
sharing and communication affordances successful to the point that for many, they threaten to mutate 
into an illusionary psychological substitute for real world social interaction and engagement. Indeed, 
the social web is perhaps too good at inviting action, while the substance of the resulting interactivity 
often has an ephemeral value, and the encouraged behaviour and resulting psychological state of the 
human “interactor,” as Murray would have it, has a high propensity for dysfunction.

3.  The encyclopedic affordance refers to the high capacity of digital media for containing information in 
an extensive range of formats, and its ability to “represent any process through logical symbolic 
representation, including simulations of highly complex systems.” When it comes to the web, the 
encyclopedic affordance is central to its conception and certainly present in theory, and yet its very 
perceptibility may in fact render it a false affordance, or at the least a misleading one, for two principle 
reasons, known to anyone who has ever wandered into a decent record shop: The first is that only a 
very limited and selected amount of the history of human knowledge is represented online, and yet the 
web’s encyclopedic affordance is constantly and powerfully attempting to persuade us otherwise, or at 
least that one day it will all be there; The second is the transformative nature of the digitalization 
process itself, which, as any vinyl collector knows, alters the information collected in a profound, 
unavoidable way, so that it becomes something else entirely, with its own unique and distinct qualities–
this unavoidable transformatory quality could be said to largely render the encyclopedic affordance 
futile, and fundamentally false.
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4. Lastly, the spatial affordance, which refers to a capacity of the digital media environment or artifact to 
represent a virtual, navigable, information storing, distinguishable ‘place’ or ‘places’, which, in the 
context of the internet, is essentially what Janet Murray trend-consciously no longer calls 
‘cyberspace.’ Murray believes the spatial affordance to be highly perceptible and perhaps even 
common, as there is an “innate human propensity to make sense of the world through spatial 
metaphors: we are predisposed to spatialize our experience, turning the appearance of text on our 
screen into the experience of ‘visiting’ websites.” (Murray, 2011, web). Though she wasn’t specifically 
discussing the web, perhaps we will arrive at a better idea of the complexities of the spatial 
affordances of Murray’s ‘digital medium’ by considering the web as a tangled, non-linear narrative 
experience, at once comforting and anxiety-inducing:

The boundlessness of the rhizome experience is crucial to its comforting side. In this it is as much a game 
as the adventure maze.” [...] “As we navigate its tangled, anxiety-laden paths, enclosed within its shape-
fitting borders, we are both the exasperated parent looking for closure and separation, and the enthralled 
child, lingering forever in an unfolding process that is deeply comforting because it can never end.

   
– Janet Murray, Hamlet on the Holodeck, 1999, p.134.

We have seen how the procedural, participatory, encyclopedic, and spatial affordances of web, whether 
also hidden, false or superficially perceptible, relate to its innate ability to be misused and result in 
personal dysfunction. But what role or obligations do designers and creative technologists have when 
engaging and manipulating various combinations of these potent affordances? What responsibility do 
they have to somehow connect their digital artifacts with a grander sense of well-functioning, balanced 
individuals in a shared culture and society. Should they develop and work within paradigms that at least 
allow for such a future balance to be envisioned? The affordances of our digital artifacts must be 
considered beyond the siloed thinking of our monetized design agencies and research laboratories, and 
within a greater lived dimension of their complex meanings and exchanges.

Designing a response

We have sought to account for the psychological and social aspects of near-ubiquitous mediation, the 
addictive and isolationist tendencies of the web, and the social context that promotes our dysfunctional 
relationships with technologies. We have also sought to overview the intellectual and creative initiatives 
that address and challenge the dehumanizing aspects of our social predicament, before briefly moving on 
to qualitative research in the form of a series of interviews with a range of practitioners in the field. And so 
from here we continue by creating relevant design experiments and prototypes, with the specific 
experiential goals of raising awareness of the issues that have been identified and exploring how 
excessive networked digital media-exposure can be measured, perhaps even regulated, in a thoughtful 
way. Using a critical design and a ludic design approach, our ultimate goal is to hopefully create 
conditions for a participant/user/viewer/‘interactor’ to experience a moment of clarity. Henri Lefebvre 
described them as “moments of revelation, emotional clarity and self-presence.” Lefebvre considered 
these flashes to be key turning points in the personal struggle to be “self-fulfilled” (as he put it, l’homme 
totale), personal insights that cannot be commodified or codified, have no duration, but which can be 
relived in (non-prosthetic) memory and should be seized and acted on. (Lefebvre, 1991)
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Design Implementation
Artifact 1. The Mediation Meter

Becoming self-aware of harmful internet habits

The core idea is to assess and visualize a participant’s internet usage, in order to grant them a 
heightened self-awareness, and to provide them with an easy means of sharing their results with their 
selected social support group. The simplest way of prototyping this concept was to develop an online 
application consisting of a short web survey, and options for the anonymous or non-anonymous public 
display of the results, and for a non-anonymous sharing of the results through existing popular web social 
networks. The survey questions were formulated with the intention of exploring potential dysfunction in a 
comical, non-confrontational manner, and include a running gag referring to the generally accepted, (in 
popular web culture), distinction between wasteful and productive time spent online (eg. Facebooking all 
day versus work or school-related activities)

Artifact 1. Phase 1. Survey formation and engagement strategy

The starting point and central inspiration for the initial web prototype was Kimberley Young’s original 
online Internet Addiction Test.46 The principal criticism of this test is that, having been developed over a 
decade ago, the questions now seem somewhat awkward, overly-serious, and undervalue the central, 
non-negotiable importance of the internet to many people’s livelihoods in society today. 

The intention for the new survey was to incorporate some of the more recent internet addiction research, 
be informed by the interviews with information technology experts, and by observations of contemporary 
web pop culture, and to use current web trends to address a present-day audience in as natural a way as 
possible. A twenty-question, multiple-choice survey47 was produced in which all questions are mandatory 
and based on a 5-point per question value system, so that every respondent will have a final score 
between 20 and 100 – a score that is directly transferred into a percentage rating on the ‘Mediation 
Meter.’ The respondent then receives one of a possible seven results based on their rating, from Newbie 
to Certifiable Addict, with each level including a representative photo and brief description of that 
‘mediation status.’ Mediation levels are visualized chromatically as a dichotic meter, the levels ranging 
from blue – actual, real, minimal web usage – to red – a near-constant state of exposure.

To encourage further social engagement, the respondent is then encouraged to upload a photo of 
themselves, which is marked with a badge of their mediation status and displayed on a public webpage 
called a ‘Wall of Mediation.’ This visual memento can then be further disseminated through popular social 
sharing media web platforms.48 

47

46 Dr. Young’s original test is accessible here: www.netaddiction.com/resources/internet_addiction_test.htm

47 The survey questions are included in Appendix 2. The live survey is here: http://studiodiametric.com/hybrid/

48 The Wall of Mediation is currently live here: http://studiodiametric.com/hybrid/badge/upload.php
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A diagram of the respondent’s experience
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Artifact 1. Phase 2. Mediation scale and status development

As the point is not to collect information in an empirical or scientific method, nor to actually provide sound 
psychological advice, but rather to engage the participant and raise awareness of the issue of over-
mediation, the design implementation uses humour, pop-culture references and leans on the ludic design 
concept of appealing to the playful nature of human interaction. This allows the survey to be critically self-
aware and self-mocking of the futility of making meaningful psychological assessments through 
superficial online engagements, and to thereby potentially diffuse the shame and secrecy traditionally 
associated with personal dysfunction and addiction. 

States of mediation

State 1: Newbie
Message:
Welcome to the interwebs noobs! Buckle up and get ready to feel some 
broadband-injected, mind-expanding Gs as you surf the information 
superhighway! It’s like an encyclopedia! Floating in a cloud! Dominated by cat 
videos! A virtual utopia – but then, aren’t they all?

Description: 
Your usage seems to be very low. Perhaps you only recently become interested 
in the internet and computers in general? Don’t let the trolls get you down – keep 
on surfing bright eyes!

State 2: Novice
Message:
All are equal on the internet – just imagine the potential! Now’s your chance to 
friend your neighbour's cat on facebook, or start a blog and share your 
uncensored thoughts with a potential audience of billions! (or one, as the case 
may be ... if you don't count googlebots).

Description:
You don’t use the internet very often, and mainly for practical purposes. You’re 
generally happy and excited to be online, and might be a new user still caught 
up in the thrill of discovery.
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State 3. Experienced Browser
Message:
You are normal. Average. Typical. Yes, you read it here first! No drama, no 
problems, just smooth web surfing on wave after wave of pop culture factoids 
and cats. You’re experienced, efficient and you seem to know what you're doing. 
Carry on.

Description:
You are an average on-line user. You may surf the web a bit too long on rare 
occasions, but overall you have very good control over your usage. Nice one!

State 4. Virtual Veteran
Message:
The most interesting internet user in the world! You don’t use the internet often, 
but when you do, it’s in a regulated fashion and mainly for productive purposes, 
related to work, school or social activities. You’ve achieved balance. Carry on, 
champ!

Description:
You are an experienced and disciplined internet user. When online, you find what 
you want efficiently and then disconnect without much distraction.  Would you 
consider sharing your secrets?

State 5. Heavy User
Message:
You usually go online with a specific purpose, but several hours of mindless 
browsing later, you can’t for the life of you remember what it was. And do you 
really need to check your email every five minutes? In other words, you’re 
stepping into the danger zone, Kenny Loggins.

Description:
You are probably experiencing occasional problems in your social and/or 
professional life related to your internet usage. You should consider monitoring 
precisely how much time you spend connected – are you sure you don’t have 
healthier, happier things you could be doing instead?

State 6. Over-mediated User
Message:
Whoah. You’re probably already well acquainted with carpal tunnel syndrome, 
dried-out eyeballs and cubicle butt, but even if you’re happy to ignore these 
obvious warning signs, consider the unseen psychological damage. Better check 
yourself before you wreck yourself, holmes. 

Description:
Your internet over-usage is likely to directly correlate with significant problems in 
your life. You should evaluate the impact and address the related problems. 
Time to unplug for a while and rediscover some fellow humans in the real world.
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State 7: Certifiable Addict
Message:
Careful out there, space ranger – you’re pretty much an experimental test pilot 
for augmented reality contact lenses. Time to put the ‘real’ back in ‘reality.’ 
Escape won’t be easy, but your holodeck can be reprogrammed to include an 
exit door.

Description:
Your results indicate that you have an extremely unhealthy relationship with 
information technology and networked media. You’re compulsively and 
incessantly online all day and most of the night – do you ever sleep? Our 
unqualified advice: unplug and seek professional help immediately!
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Artifact 1. Phase 3. Implementation and user engagement analysis

Early user feedback revealed a minor 
technical problem with the survey ‘timing-
out’ and expiring before users had a chance 
to complete all the answers, an issue that 
was quickly resolved. Another user 
suggested that it might be more engaging if 
the respondent’s percentage rating was 
displayed on the wall photo in addition to the 
colour-coded status badge, so this feature 
was also implemented.

A week after the web application49 was 
launched, a disappointing 32 web surfers 
had visited the page, only 20 photos had 
been uploaded and merely 22 ‘Facebook 
likes’ had been received, indicating that while 
the engagement percentage seemed 
average, a more intensive and strategic 
promotional plan was in order. Subsequently, 
links to the survey were placed in the 
comments fields of recent popular 
mainstream media articles focused on the 
issue of internet addiction, including the 
Guardian and Newsweek. Perhaps due to 
the rapidity of the online news cycle, these 
efforts were met with minimal success.
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Artifact 2. The Luddite Bubble 
Reclaiming the public sphere 

Abstract:

Invisible, wireless electromagnetic waves fill the air around us, networking tablets and smart phones to 
the internet. This digital ecosystem has pervasively conquered public space, representing a serious 
temptation to the recovering web addict. This initiative seeks to use digital technology to re-empower the 
individual to reclaim personal space in public, and bestow upon them an ability to resist the invasive 
signals that pollute our environments. The Luddite Bubble is a highly personalized, small, pocketable 
device that works as a sort of highly-localized smart bomb, disrupting the signals electronic devices 
depend on (wi-fi, 3G and 4G mobile phone networks, bluetooth, etc.), rendering them useless and 
thereby creating a unseen, non-networked cocoon-like bubble of tranquility. The device is part of a 
complete treatment regime, and is highly configurable to the individual user’s subjective needs, whether 
pre-programed or auto-responding to biometric or environmental readings, to the point of featuring an 
emergency-override (for example, implemented during emergency calls) that the device can launch semi-
autonomously The recovering addict is thus allowed to gradually transition towards a more balanced 
lifestyle and relationship with digital networked technologies on their own time.

Artifact 2. Phase 1. Concept sketching
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The following diagram explores the potential relationship between the Mediation Meter, and the 
conceptual Luddite Bubble within a holistic ‘smart’ system, characterized, at least in over-mediation 
treatment mode, by what Dunne has called “user-unfriendliness” or, in our case, perhaps, “addict-
extreme-unfriendliness-(but-really-for-their-own-good-ness).” 
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Examples of possible warnings that the ‘smart’ system would issue in ‘Guardian’ (1–3) and 
‘Disciplinarian’ (4) modes 
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Artifact 2. Phase 2. Technology probes

Two items were procured from Deal Extreme50, an online 
retailer based in Hong Kong that specializes in unusual 
gadgets, some of a dubious international legality. The first 
was a pouch that blocks mobile-phone signals when a 
mobile phone is placed inside one of its two pockets. Its 
purpose is to offer professionals in certain, workaholic urban 
societies a way of artificially giving callers the message that 
they are “temporary unavailable” (normally due to being 
underground, in a tunnel, in an elevator, etc.) as opposed to 
the message that the “mobile phone is off.” The pouch 
thereby provides a way for the sought-after user to 
comfortably relax in a perfectly-reachable outdoor location, 
while artificially creating the impression to their harried boss, 
clients or other callers, that they are indoors and likely deep 
underground. One immediate issue with the relevance of this 

item is that it serves little purpose in the context of a less-workaholic society, in which mobile phone 
operators do not obviously distinguish their clients’ phone status messages between “temporarily 
unavailable” and “the mobile phone is off” but rather just provide the universal “caller is unavailable.” 
However, future applications may be of interest in a more relevant context. 

The second item procured as a technology probe was a wi-fi 
signal blocking device, that purports to block wireless internet 
signals in devices such as smart phones and laptops. The 
signal-disrupting device proved to be very effective, blocking 
wi-fi access to MacBooks and other laptops, as well iphones 
and Android-based smartphones and at an effective range 
radius of over 15 meters. Field testing was done under an 
extended period of time, predominately at a university library, 
to allow for particularly appropriate situations to arise. 
Unfortunately, they very rarely did, with a couple of notable 
exceptions. As the library permits loud conversations in the 
majority of its areas, the wi-fi signal blocker did prove 
effective in preventing a group of young men from continuing 
to noisily enjoy a youtube.com video, which they were loudly 
commenting upon. Another situation arose when a young 

man commenced a vocal Skype conversation on a nearby couch – the signal blocker decisively ended 
this chat prematurely. Lastly, the device was deployed to prevent a colleague, who was mistakenly 
deemed to be a recovering internet addict in need of assistance, from endlessly surfing the web in what 
was perceived to be an arbitrary and unfocused manner. This turned out to be a false assessment. (It 
should also be noted that the blocker only seems to effect certain devices, and appears to lose its charge 
after five minutes or so.)
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Artifact 2. Phase 3. Speculative video prototype
Mediating personal mediation with the Luddite Bubble 

Screenplay Synopsis
The protagonist has a serious internet addiction – using his laptop at night in bed, texting in the shower, 
while cycling, at the cinema, etc. – damaging workplace productivity and his family relationships. After his 
life comes crashing down around him, he has an epiphany, and gets help. At an experimental internet 
addiction treatment research lab, he obtains a sophisticated web-blocking device called a Luddite Bubble, 
and then tries to rebuild his life...

Screenplay – Extended version
Act Action Location Actors Props

1 Establishing shot
Computers and internet usage everywhere
Crowd > several characters > protagonist

Various Main, 
various

Computers, 
laptops, 
tablets, 
smart 
phones

Close ups of fingers rapidly moving across trackpads, 
keyboards, touchscreens.. 

Main, 
various

Computer, 
laptop, 
tablet, 
smart 
phone

Close up of eyeball, screen reflection visible. Eye is 
bloodshot, pupil darts back and forth, significant bags 
under eyes.

Place with desktop computer Main

Close up of an open mouth, with drool forming at the 
corner.

Place with desktop computer Main

Browsing internet with mobile/laptop/ipad in increasingly 
inappropriate situations (While with his kids at the 
playground, texting in the shower, at the cinema, while 
cycling, in bed with wife, swimming, updating his FB 
status while driving, funeral, etc.)

Swimming pool, car, 
cemetery, playground, 
bicycle path, cinema

Main, wife, 
children, 
various

bicycle

Meets up with a friend, but they never physically 
acknowledge each other, communicating solely through 
their devices.

Public square, cafe

While at a friend’s dinner party, the hosts are socked to 
discover him hiding out in the toilet, using his tablet to 
surf the internet.

Dining room, washroom Main, wife, 
friends (2 
couples)

Dining 
room table 
set with 
food, toilet.

A massive fire has engulfed his kitchen – but protagonist 
is unable to leave the screen - instead he tweets for help 
through his ipad, as he stumbles through the smoke 
towards the door.

Kitchen Main Smoke 
machine

Gets sent home, (put on probation) from work for missing 
deadlines and being unproductive.

Office Main, 
boss, 
colleagues
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Act Action Location Actors Props

Arrives home to find his suitcases piled up outside his 
door. Looks through window to see his wife has replaced 
him with another man, they embrace as they close the 
blinds. While standing outside his now-previous 
apartment, he continues to surf the internet on his ipad.

Apartment entrance, access 
to first floor apartment with 
large window

Main, wife, 
wife’s 
lover

Suitcases, 
various 
computer 
items, 
Window 
blinds

Cut to a Social network section. His entire life happens 
on screen, represented by screen capture (with animated 
updates) of his Facebook/”social book” page. The 
protagonist’s profile photo deteriorates into an 
increasingly haggard-looking state.

On screen (animated) None Digital 
photos of 
actors to 
animate as 
avatars

Discovers through a ‘status update’ that his daughter has 
grown up and is moving out. (Rip van winkle effect - 
several years have passed.) This is a turning point.

On screen (animated) None 
(photo of 
grown up 
daughter)

2 Scene returns to real life. Older, and nearly homeless, 
but with an ipad, he decides to take the internet addiction 
survey. Status indicates that he’s a serious addict, and he 
qualifies for an experimental treatment program. 

Alleyway, rubbish bins, etc. Ageing 
makeup

Goes to research laboratory to consult with an expert 
wearing a white lab coat. The Luddite Bubble treatment 
program is proposed. The distraught protagonist agrees 
to commit to the therapy, and trades in his computer(s) 
for a new device. 

Research Laboratory 
(Minimalist office/ hospital 
space)

Main, 
expert, 
2nd expert

White lab 
coats, clip 
board, 
various 
biometric 
measuring 
devices

Luddite bubble  (worn around neck like a choker?) 
Monitors all the subject’s internet activity, restricting 
internet access and capable of blocking signals when 
necessary.

Main Luddite 
Bubble ball

LB interface shows that the mediation status has reached 
the red zone and the device responds... 
(Video speed slowed down) Subject is an oasis of calm 
in a sea of stressed, busy, speedy people whose 
attention is distributed between real and virtual.
Calm zone entered - (Hitchcock vertigo zoom effect)
People who come too near have their devices bricked 
causing confusion.

Public space - Train station? Main, 
various

Luddite 
Bubble ball

Declared cured. Research Laboratory Main, 
expert, 
2nd expert

3 Gets rewarded at work as the employee of the month. 
Slow motion scene of laughing boss and colleagues. 

Main, 
boss, 
colleagues

Framed 
“employee 
of the 
month” 
photo
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Act Action Location Actors Props

Relapses at work and tries to access an unproductive 
website. Receives a strong electric shock from LB and is 
thrown to the floor. Gets up slowly, clothes are smoking. 
Colleague smiles and shakes head.

Office with desk, desktop 
computer, office chair

Main, 
colleague

Smoke 
machine

Ventures into public and notices that everyone is using 
their smart phones. Goes into relapse and panics.

Public square Main, 
various

Peaking stress levels biometrically activate luddite 
bubble.

Public square

Enters a calm zone as various strangers look at their 
phones wondering why their signals have been lost.

Public square Main, 
various

4 Epilogue 1 (Residual benefit scenarios): 
Starts to abuse/game the system. Waiting in a massive 
queue for coffee as everyone is paying with bank cards. 
Turns on LB and bank card reader goes out-of-order. 
Everyone panics and rushes to a close-by ATM in a near 
riot. He calmly orders a coffee and pays with cash.

Cafe, ATM Main, cafe 
worker, 
various

Cafe ATM 
machine, 
restaurant 
uniform

Subject is trying to make a presentation but no one is 
paying attention, as they’re focused on their individual 
screens. Subject grows irritated and activates the Luddite 
Bubble. His colleagues are instantly disconnected. 
Everyone looks up surprised and glances mutely at their 
boss. Boss slowly begins laughing and the entire room 
follows suit with big, open-mouthed, knee-slapping fake 
laughter.

Office meeting room with 
projector

Main, 
various 
colleagues
, boss

Suits, laser 
pointer, 
large 
boardroom 
table, 
projector, 
screen

5 Epilogue 2 (Future scenario): 
The protagonist is now elderly, hunched over and using a 
cane. Networked Augmented Reality contact lenses are 
now the mandatory norm, and the sequence is shot from 
such a perspective. Various characters and their 
holographic clouds of digital networks pass by the lens of 
the camera. The protagonist, who is revealed to be 
disheveled and homeless, observes them while shaking 
his head in disapprovingly. 

Public square Main, 
various

Ageing 
makeup, 
cane, 
futuristic 
costumes, 
Substantial 
post-
production

The camera then switches to the perspective of the 
protagonist, who is the only one not wearing the special 
contact lenses, which shows people walking as if 
zombies, gesturing into the air at unseen interfaces. 

The protagonist goes to his safety deposit box to retrieve 
an old, dust-covered parcel. Inside is the Luddite Bubble. 
He opens the back panel to insert a special chip that he’s 
been spent years developing, a chip that extends the 
range of power of the Luddite Bubble into more of a 
‘smart bomb’ or electromagnetic pulse disruptor capable 
of (permanently?) effecting an entire city. (Subplot about 
the provision of a large energy supply?)

Bank, room with lockers Main Luddite 
Bubble ball 
with 
opened 
panel, 
computer 
chip
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Act Action Location Actors Props

The protagonist slowly hobbles into the middle of a public 
square crowded with the over-mediated zombies and 
switches on the (now super-charged) Luddite Bubble one 
final time. The people affected suffer complete nervous 
and emotional breakdowns from the shock of being 
disconnected, and are reduced to quivering, infantile 
masses.

Public square Main, 
various

Costumes

Camera tracks backwards and upwards and reveals 
more of the pathetic groveling crowd surrounding (and 
over-powering?) the elderly protagonist.

Public square Main, 
various

Camera rig.
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As the narrative of the screenplay became increasingly elaborate and difficult to realistically produce, the 
decision was made to initially focus on a shorter, teaser film promoting the Luddite Bubble concept in a 
simpler way, that could actually be made.51

Teaser Screenplay
Action Screen Text Audio

The Luddite Bubble Intro music, 
trumpets

Montage scene of fingers taping on keyboards and touch screens, 
mouses being clicked, close-ups of web pages being rapidly surfed, 
etc.

The internet is 
Everywhere...

Menacing...
Pulsating....

We’re introduced to the anxious protagonist being bombarded by 
networked media, and hounded by smart phone zombies.

Immersive...
Stimulating...
Intrusive...

Protagonist escapes to a bench, but it’s only a momentary respite 
as over-mediated zombies soon encroach..

Unregulated...
Unstoppable...
Relentless...

Zombies start drooling as they feed their habit of information 
consumption...

Unavoidable...
Seductive...
Out-of-control!

The addict protagonist nears a full blown anxiety attack! For the recovering web addict,
 there is no escape!

Crescendo.

Addict reaches into pocket and pulls out a glowing orb. ... Until now.

Holds it up like a torch. Energy shoots out. The Luddite Bubble

Nearby devices become bricked. Reclaim public space!

Addict relaxes, smiling contently. The Luddite Bubble

Reclaim Public space

Ends with protagonist wielding the bubble in a dramatic superhero 
pose.

Triumphant.
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Draft of a poster to promote the cinematic prototype
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Reflections, Conclusions, Possible Contributions
Reflections on the Mediation Meter
The initial implementation of the Mediation Meter concept as a simple web application with limited 
functionality could be deemed effective, though within an unambitious scope. A more thought-out user-
engagement strategy may have garnered further success in terms of online participation. The users who 
did respond, did so with a spirit of mild amusement, as intended.

Further web iterations

The concept could be further developed to act as an avatar overlay plugin – for instance, on an addictive 
social network such as Facebook, it might function as a ‘treatment regime’ app one could voluntarily 
subscribe to, and then configure by committing to a minimum regime duration, selecting types of web 
media to monitor exposure levels (within the Facebook webportal), and choosing which friends would act 
as members of a media addiction support group, and thereby be altered of mediation status updates in 
order to potentially assist in the rehabilitation process. The real-world implementation of this would likely 
be unfeasible due to third-party access limitations and user privacy concerns.

Possible physical iterations

An individual’s mediation status level (from blue to red) could potentially be displayed on a variety of 
wearable, pocketable, talisman-like, network-connected material artifacts, such as a badge, button, snow-
globe (or other desktop item) or a bracelet. (The bracelet idea could be rapidly prototyped using a piece 
of string worn on the wrist that one must, for instance, tie a knot in, every time email is checked.) Such 
objects could be studied in a working prototype stage as design probes, a process which would likely 
reveal insights into the psychological effect of living with such a constant, though calm, reminder of one’s 
(potentially embarrassing) internet habits. Would such an exposure amount to scare tactics, or inform, 
raise self-awareness and encourage self-reflection?

Future iterations

In the near-future, the Mediation Meter could be a smart, networked, cross-device media-usage/
exposure/consumption monitoring program that tracks and indicates one’s mediation status, and can also 
be configured to respond intelligently and thoughtfully, by the user, (or the user’s partner, boss, parent, 
guardian, loved one or psychoanalyst). For example, following the default settings based on 
recommended guidelines, a parent might configure their children’s mediation meters to only allow three 
hours of video entertainment per week. The video entertainment screen, connected to the Mediation 
Meter, is ‘aware’ of who is watching it and for how long. It not only turns itself off after the usage limit has 
been reached, but also makes friendly suggestions for healthier, more physically active, alternative 
activities, such as joining a game that is being played outdoors by neighbourhood friends. A second 
example: If you’re operating a vehicle, the device would automatically restrict its hand-held phone 
capabilities, and default to hands-free voice command mode. If your mediation status is red/high, and you 
are excessively demanding semi-illogical directions in a heated voice and curt tone, the app, in GPS 
mode, will calmly recommend that you pull over for a coffee break and to ask for directions instead of 
instantly providing them to you. Just as the human is prone to uncharacteristic and unsafe behaviour 
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when operating a vehicle, and computer would be prone to respond in a calming manner, with heightened 
interventionist abilities to ensure the physical safety of all involved.

These concepts are loaded with residual issues and potentially controversial connotations, related to the 
role and relative strength and influence of A.I.s. that are perhaps too elaborate to fully investigate here. 
Certainly the point at which an addict decides which of their online friends should be in their support 
network would require a reassessment of the meaning of those social relationships – who can one trust 
with the disclosure of such a personal weaknesses? As was attempted with the initial artifact, perhaps 
whimsy could act to diffuse the potential shame: the entire scenario could be gamified with networked 
friends voting to ‘pull the plug’ or disconnect and forcibly de-mediate or otherwise restrict a friend who has 
reached a dangerous level of over-exposure. 

Reflections on the Luddite Bubble 
Anthony Dunne has extolled a cinematic design space as enabling “a rich narrative space [... in which we 
can...] challenge conformity of everyday life.” (Dunne, 2012, video), and similarly, Jonas Löwgren has made 
a strong case for the importance of video prototyping:

[…] video can play an important role in the communication of experiential knowledge within our field [of 
interaction design]. Interaction techniques, the temporal dynamics of interaction, multimodal interfaces, and 
complex real-world use contexts are a few examples of research fields where text plus a few images does not 
do full justice to the knowledge constructed in the research process. (Löwgren, 2011, p.23)

As a design artifact, The Luddite Bubble video clearly occupies a cinematic design space, in that it is 
intentionally whimsical in implementation and style, without any pretense of demonstrating serious 
research knowledge, and focusing on a context that is an intentionally mockery of our real world 
experience. Through exaggeration, our conjectural video may nevertheless be effective in that it does 
allude to a predicament we currently find ourselves in as a society: self-aware that we spend far too much 
time staring into glowing screens and tapping on interfaces, that our relationships with technologies are 
likely out-of-balance, and yet equally unable to tear ourselves away, and change our habits. 

Future iterations

The effective influence of the Luddite Bubble concept would be improved by placing it within a larger 
system of the near future, in which the centrally networked, multi-device-influencing technology could 
form an artificial intelligence ‘smart’ enough to emphasize with and make a moral judgement on its user’s 
needs, and respond appropriately, regulating its own usage to prevent user-dysfunction. Towards this as 
yet unobtainable goal, the Luddite Bubble as a present-day object might be improved by merging the 
technology inextricably with a real, in-active-use mobile device/smart phone, the contemporary 
embodiment of gadget-fetishism. (Eg. An iphone, or similar android device). This would involve not only a 
extension of the hardware capacity of such devices, but also an expansion of the IAD-related monitoring 
capacities of the device’s operating system, and possibly biometric sensors. It goes without saying that 
there would be related issues preventing the large-scale implementation of such an idea, as technology is 
highly monetized, and corporate gatekeepers and associated interest groups would prevent such 
systems from entering their closed-garden application markets. But it would be interesting to further 
incrementally prototype the concept of a mobile device that is able to monitor its own use or misuse and 
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be responsively personified to offer advice and motivation (as a coach)or dole out (un)unnecessary 
punishment (as a disciplinarian).

Possible contributions

Design methods are tools for thought, nothing more, nothing less.

– Jonas Löwgren and Erik Stolterman, Thoughtful Interaction Design, p.168.

The spaces into which new technologies are deployed are not stable, not uniform, and not given. Technology 
can destabilise and transform these interactions, but will only ever be one part of the mix. 

– Genevieve Bell and Paul Dourish (Bell and Dourish, 2004, p.2)

Technology is neither good nor bad. Nor is it neutral.

– Melvin Kranzberg (quoted in Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble, p.188.)

A hybrid design methodology

Predisposed with an inability to follow a strictly dogmatic approach, we instead deployed research 
strategies that opened up the process, prioritizing the maintenance of momentum, resulting in something 
that could be called anti-dogmatic or multi-dogmatic. 

A deductive, critically-reflective, humanistic analysis of research into the psychological consequences and 
social production of our technological obsessions enabled us to identify and isolate dysfunctional trends 
at the core of contemporary ‘western’ society, trends that decisively shape and guide the discipline of 
Interaction Design. We then attempted to undertake a historical excavation of related theoretical and 
creative endevours that collectively might form an intellectual lineage of response to these dysfunctional 
trends, a contrarian movement we christened “Counter-Strategies,” possibly led by the “Neo-Luddites.”

A number of specific processes and methodological components were selected in the implementation of 
our design concept, which could be characterized as being intended for momentary provocation as 
opposed to extended use. We conducted unstructured, expert interviews that served the role of a focus 
group, the conjectural video prototype method was clearly lifted from critical design, the tone of the 
artifacts inspired by ludic design. We also speculated on future iterations of our artifacts that would be 
less conjectural and take the form of somewhat more refined, usable prototypes, which could benefit from 
being deployed as design probes to generate, lived, user-experience within real-world scenarios.

A hybrid design space

Our design space was most directly inspired by Dunne and Raby’s concept of (what they believe to be 
presently barely inhabitable) Hertzian Space, though, as the hertzian electromagnetic spectrum is actual 
and physical (though largely invisible to the unaided eye), the metaphor of our space is also something 
more. Our design space is internalized in the minds of individuals conforming within a global digital 
culture, donating their deepest, most intimate selves as commodifiable bits within an infinite flow of 
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information. Thirty years ago, ‘cyberspace' metaphorically spatialized the co-ordinated activities occurring 
in computers distributed around the world; today, it is us who are permanently distributed. Influenced by 
post-structuralist thought, and informed by the recent writings of Sherry Turkle and Nicholas Carr, we 
labelled the contemporary phenomenon of this networked, fragmented mental space “the psyche in the 
simulacrum.” But the point is not to neologize this ‘Hybrid Space’ as Hertzian Space’s illegitimate child, 
but rather to inspire a more holistic mode of thinking about technologies, in terms beyond the visible, 
measurable, countable, monetizable, exchangeable, but that also stretches into a reconsideration of the 
practices, economics, and ideologies that become encoded into technological artifacts, their creation, and 
the influences they have on our lives.

Rebalancing our relationships with networked technologies

Technologies will always have a disruptive effect on society, with concurrent negative and positive 
aspects. The core of what we’ve addressed through this design investigation into the relationships 
between ourselves as individuals and as a loosely-defined collective society, and networked digital 
technologies, the internet in particular, can perhaps be simplified into a matter of agency. Our design 
artifacts used a critical approach to inflate the emphasis on the agency of technologies, but as a counter-
strategy to far greater forces conspiring to promote the opposite stance. In so doing, we obliquely 
suggested what it is that we seek to redress: an open, corporatized agenda, entrenched at a societal 
level and using the supposedly empowered and liberated individual, fully charged with agency while 
awaiting an immanent techno-utopia as ideological cover, to publicly devalue and surreptitiously 
manipulate the potent affordances of digital communication technologies. Affordances that render users 
into dysfunctional addicts at alarmingly high rates – distracted, fractured, and clammering to wholesale 
their lives in the endless information stream. The agency rests in the relationships themselves.

Restoring the balance of virtual and physical starts with the basic proposal of a fundamental 
acknowledgement of the potentially problematic behaviour enabled by networked connectivity. The next 
step might just involve designers and technologists assuming a degree of responsibility, and playing a 
role in exposing, perhaps even mitigating and counteracting, the potential misuse of their digital artifacts. 
Ultimately, responsible design must encourage an awareness of the significant psychological, emotional, 
and social impact of technological mediation, and the possible consequences of dysfunctional, 
unbalanced lives. Perhaps a balance of benefit and burden for the acceptance of new technologies can 
only be arrived at by all of us asking ourselves difficult questions, and reflectively acting upon them in our 
daily lives: Are phenomena such as Internet Addiction Disorder, and unchecked personal gadget 
fetishism, manifestations that we have unwittingly plunged into a new era in which distortingly narcissistic 
scientific rationalism and technological determinism, are lauded above all other human values? Does 
unchecked over-mediation encourage us to disassociate ourselves from our surroundings and physical 
communities, perhaps even from the earth itself?
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Appendix 1: Working Glossary 
Affordances. Defined by Donald Norman as action possibilities that are readily perceivable by an actor. Divided by 
Bill Gaver into perceptible, hidden, and false.

Ambient informatics is the idea of having information and data accessible and potentially visible anywhere, and 
everywhere, whether on a physical display screen, smart materials, or only to the select properly-equipped few 
through augmented reality. Ambient informatics is associated with ubiquitous and urban computing.

Calm Technology is a concept coined by Mark Weiser. A stealth HCI tactic to promote cyborgianism and submission 
before technological determinism, it describes a technology that purports to lead to calm and comfort, by engaging 
(and oscillating between) both the center and the periphery of the user’s somehow non-fractured attention.

Cognitive Science is a multi-disciplinary study of the mind and its system of information processing that is largely 
rooted in positivistic scientific thinking and technophilia, as it assumes the organic human brain is essentially robotic 
and “that thinking can best be understood in terms of representational structures in the mind and computational 
procedures that operate on those structures.”52 Broader definitions of cognitive science are possible as the discipline 
includes psychology, artificial intelligence, philosophy, neuroscience, linguistics, anthropology, sociology, and 
pedagogy.

Counter-Strategies are non-binary, questioning, exploratory approaches to investigating cultural phenomena. They 
are informed by the knowledge that all actions are situated in a political, social space.

Critical Design has been influentially articulated by Anthony Dunne as the use of designed artifacts as a cultural 
critique.

Distributed attention Attention that constantly shifts between virtual and actual modes of presence. Common to 
heavily-mediated mobile web addicts. (Coined by Mark Shepard and Adam Greenfield).

Distributed cognition
A theory of cognition about how knowledge and understanding are distributed between our minds and our material 
artifacts (books, the internet, etc.) and shared between an individual mind and a group or groups. Also practiced by 
bees in their hives.

Embodied Interaction “interaction with computer systems that occupy our world, a world of physical and social 
reality, and that exploit this fact in how they interact with us.” (Dourish)

HCI Human Computer Interaction - a distinct anti-humanist and positivist tradition and research approach within the 
fields of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Science.

Hertzian Space is a concept by Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, literally describing the invisible yet substantive 
electromagnetic spaces that surround our electronic products, but figuratively to promote speculative design 
interventions informed by social theory.

Hybrid Design is a blatant, tongue-in-cheek attempt to conform to the neologistic urges celebrated by the Interaction 
Design community. Yet implemented so half-heartedly, that the terms only appearance is hidden away in the 
glossary.

Hybrid Space is a Hertzian-Cyber-psychological-pop cultural mash-up space. Also, habitual, physical, virtual, 
subjective, etc.

Interaction design (Jonas Löwgren) “The act of shaping digital products and services, considered as design 
work.” (JL) “The shaping of digital materials—software, electronics, telecommunication, etc.—with a particular focus 
on the use of the resulting digital artifacts.” (JL) “the shaping of interactive products and services with a specific focus 
on their use.”
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Internet Addiction Disorder is an unofficial disorder, a obsessive compulsive desire to use the web dysfunctional, 
regardless of the problematic social and professional consequences. 

Keitai space. Historic concept from 1990s Japan. A form of private/social space interjected in public domains. 
Created by a territory machine.

Location-based services. Usually operate on an individualistic scale of movement. A single individual seeking a 
near-term goal. (Eg. Google Maps). An affordance of mobile of computing software programs.

Locative media. A form of media that deploys mobile technologies in mapping bits of media and information to a 
particular place or location.

Ludic Design is a design approach advocated by Bill Gaver that calls for acknowledgement of the primacy of playful 
interaction, and challenges the dominance of rational, work-based, task-oriented assumptions. It champions a 
personal, idiosyncratic, conversational engagement.

Networked Locality. Term for location awareness and situation where virtually everything is located or locatable. 
(Gordon and de Souza e Silva.)

Nomadic computing is another, probably unnecessary phrase, coined to describe Human-oriented mobile and 
ubiquitous computing, or something similar.

Over-mediated. A subjective and therefore largely self-diagnosed state of being, caused by over-exposure to 
electronic/digital media, usually with bright, eyeball-drying screens.

Participatory Urbanism. Term used by Eric Paulos for a project that involved mobile devices fitted with 
environmental sensors. Defined by Eric as “(the) open authoring, sharing, and remixing of new or existing urban 
technologies marked by, requiring, or involving participation, especially affording the opportunity for individual citizen 
participation, sharing, and voice.” (People are enrolled as sensors in the urban environment resulting in heat map 
visualizations of carbon monoxide readings, etc.) 
Paulos has been criticized by Adam Greenfield (And Mark Shepard), who argue that Paulos’ work don’t meet those 
requirements, and that participation should not be passive, but involve “choice, agency and action.”

Place-specific computing (Jörn Messeter) "[...] A genre of interaction design that addresses the shaping of 
interactions among people, place-specific resources and global socio-technical networks, mediated by digital 
technology, and influenced by the structuring conditions of place."

RFID Radio-frequency identification. 

Rhizome. A botanical term referring to root structures. Also, a popular Deleuzian metaphorical description of the web/
net/internet.

Riddelin Generation. Represented by Mark Zuckerberg and friends.

Seeking circuit. Within psychology, a seeking circuit is a neurological connection and chemical process that 
encourages curiosity and provides the dopamine ‘thrill’ of discovery.

Schizoanalysis. Represented by four components: The generative component (mixed semiotics); The 
transformational component (pure semiotics); The diagrammatic component (abstract machines); The machinic 
component: (assemblages that effectuate abstract machines).

Schizophrenia A mental disorder characterized by a breakdown of thought processes and by poor emotional 
responsiveness. It most commonly manifests itself as auditory hallucinations, paranoid or bizarre delusions, or 
disorganized speech and thinking, and it is accompanied by significant social or occupational dysfunction. (wikipedia)
Ever the provocateur, Deleuze postulated that it could rather be a sign of a balanced response to an imbalanced 
reality.
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Simulacrum “The simulacrum is never that which conceals the truth-it is the truth which conceals that there is none. 
The simulacrum is true.” (Baudrillard amusing himself by freely interpreting and altering Ecclesiastes.)

Situated action: “an understanding of social conduct as emerging from a direct response to the immediate 
circumstances of interaction.” (Messeter, interp.: Lucy Suchman, Plans and Situated Action, 1987)

Territory machine. Coined by the Japanese Professor Kenichi Fujimoto to describe the (pre-smart) mobile phone (or 
‘keitai’ In Japan) as capable of transforming shared public space into a personal paradise, a “keitai space”. Note: 
exclusively SMS and MMS messaging, not web-enabled and pre-iphone/blackberry; a social construct unique to 
Japan. An early interpretation of mobile phone use as techno-social-spatial performances. Mobile phones have been 
used less often for voice communications than for asynchronic exchanges of text and images between close circles 
of friends.

Ubiquitous Computing is “characterized by deeply imbedding computation in the world.” (Mark Weiser)

Urban computing - Mobile and persuasive computing in urban contexts.
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Appendix 2: Internet Addiction Survey
The Survey Questions
Are you an obsessive-compulsive internet addict? Complete the following survey to find out!

1. How much time do you spend browsing the internet on an average day?
• Less than two hours
• Two to four hours
• Four to six hours
• Six to eight hours
• More than eight hours

2. How much of your internet usage is NOT for productive work or study purposes?
• 0-20%
• 21-40%
• 41-60%
• 61-80%
• 81-100%

3. Does your job performance or productivity suffer because of the amount of time you spend online?
• No, not at all.
• A bit.
• Honestly, yes.
• Yeah, it's a growing problem
• Produc-what-ity?

4. How important is your online reputation to you - facebook, twitter, linkedin, etc?
• Not at all important - just good for a lark
• A little bit important, I suppose
• Somewhat important
• Very important - I try to present the best version of me I can
• Absolutely vital. Far more important than anything I ever do off-line.

5. How often do you check your email on an average day?
• Once a day or less
• Twice a day
• Up to six times a day
• Once an hour
• Every 15 minutes or more - I read them as they arrive

6. Do you compulsively check your email before doing something else that you really need to do?
• Never
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Often
• All the time

7. How often do you find that you stay online longer than you intended – for example, you were just going to quickly check your 
email but ended up surfing the web for an hour?
• Never
• Hardly ever
• Once in a while
• More than I'd like to admit
• I constantly get sucked in

8. Do you get irritated or emotionally upset when you unexpectedly can't get online, or when it takes a ridiculously long time for 
something to load?
• Nope. No drama
• A smidgen perturbed, perhaps
• There's an audible grunt of dissatisfaction
• I get angry - can't help it
• I knock over tables and froth at the mouth, pretty much
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9. Do you spend so much time online that you neglect household chores such as groceries or cleaning?
• Never
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Often
• Frequently. Fortunately I can order everything I need online.

10. Do you use your smartphone, tablet device or laptop in bed before you go to sleep at night?
• Never
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Frequently
• Every night pretty much

11. How often do you check your email or go online as the very first thing you do when you wake up in the morning?
• Never
• Only on very special occasions
• Shower, get dressed, breakfast - then maybe yes I check my email
• Sure, sometimes. Why not?
• Yes, first thing every morning religiously

12. Do you ever intend to meet up with friends or get some exercise, etc., but instead end up surfing the web?
• Never
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Frequently
• All my friends and interests are online

13. How often do you end up on a social media site checking out old friends or acquaintances that you would never ring up for a 
real conversation?
• Never. It's a waste of time
• Rarely
• Once in a while
• More often than I'd like to admit
• Several times a day. I'm a total cyber-stalker

14. Do you ever write or do something mean or offensive online that you would never say or do to someone in person?
• Absolutely never
• Rarely
• Once in a while
• More often than I'd like to admit
• All the time – I'm a totally troll

15. If someone close to you were to discover everything you do online, how do you think they would react?
• With a yawn - I'm hardly on the web at all...
• With a mild interest and perhaps a chuckle
• An eyebrow would probably raise, a jaw might droop
• With concern, shock or disappointment
• With total disgust and revulsion

16. Are you secretive or ashamed of your online activities?
• Not at all...(I accept me for who I am!)
• Maybe, one or two little things...
• Quite a few of them, in all honesty
• Most of them, unfortunately
• Almost all of them.. (sob!)

17. How often do you go online to escape feelings of sadness, depression, moodiness or nervousness?
• Never
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Often
• Pretty much everyday
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18. Have friends or family members expressed concern about the amount of time you spend online?
• Never
• Once or twice
• A few times
• Constantly nagging me about it
• They staged an intervention

19. How important is the internet to your overall emotional well-being?
• Not at all important
• A little important
• Somewhat important
• Very important
• Absolutely crucial

20. How often do you feel bored, empty, or unhappy because you're not online?
• Never
• Rarely
• Occasionally
• Frequently
• No idea. I'm online pretty much all the time
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Appendix 3: Extended list of related design initiatives
Chronological 

iSee (2001–05)  Institute of Applied Autonomy (New York, Amsterdam, Boston). 
An online application charting the locations of surveillance cameras in Manhattan and other cities so users can plot 
private routes through the urban environment. “Path of least surveillance”
http://www.appliedautonomy.com/isee.html

Amsterdam Real Time (2002), by Waag Society
Live, real time social participation involving geotagging to track individuals’ movements through the city and thereby 
create a virtual map.
http://realtime.waag.org/
http://www.estherpolak.nl/

Blast Theory, London
Blast Theory were responsible for a series of original and influential locative media urban games, including Uncle 
Roy All Around You (2003), and Rider Spoke (2007), which provided a system for nocturnal urban cyclists to create 
and geotag their stories about places in the city. http://www.blasttheory.co.uk/

Message in a bottle by Layla Curtis
Minimalistic explorations of mapping, combing new and ancient technology, and of a personal and poetically artistic 
nature.
http://www.laylacurtis.com

Urban Tapestries (2002–05)
Public authoring and reading of community narratives using text and image accessed by location-aware mobile 
devices. “Collect the largely invisible pathways left by urban occupants in order to better understand the identities 
and specificities of place.’
http://research.urbantapestries.net/ 

Daytum by Nicholas Feltron. 
An early and popular smart phone app that allows the user to readily keep track of and chart their daily habits, (and 
could readily be configured to monitor media usage). Created by an information designer and current Facebook 
employee.

Recent Moments in Tokyo by Hitotoki Collective
A website that uses twitter and iphones to encourage a shared narrative mapping of recent, personal moments and 
eccentric observances.
http://hitotoki.org/places/japan/tokyo/

Various Projects, (Ongoing) by Crew Online, The Netherlands
An immersive media helmet allows a user to experience their actions as a third person video game, with rig that 
includes screens and cameras resulting in a point of view from which the user navigates the world as though looking 
over your own shoulder. A delayed footage echo feature also allows you to bump into a two minute old version of 
‘yourself.’
http://www.crewonline.org

Get Lost! (2009) by Pol Pla I Conesa
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In some ways similar to Mark Shepard’s Serendipitor, Get Lost! is an interactive compass that uses an arsenal of 
locative media (Android, Arduino, Amarino, Google Maps API, servo motor and accelerometer) to digitally assist the 
user to get lost, in a manner tightly controlled by technology. The project remediates the mobile device as an 
interactive compass that generates random walks in an urban environment of a user-pre-determined duration. Of 
note is that the device presented to the participant is limited to a single input (a timer dial) and and single output (a 
directional pointer), the compass’s external form closely mimicking its historical namesake. 
http://www.polplaiconesa.com/projects/
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Appendix 4: Superfluous design concepts
Automatic Facebook Friend Adder
Uses augmented reality glasses/contact lenses and facial recognition software to automatically add anyone that you 
engage in conversation for longer than a preset duration (eg. 5 minutes or 30 seconds). The settings would have a 
range of inclusiveness – with the widest adding everyone you encounter in your day to day activities, including those 
in peripheral vision, who you might not be conscious of ever having seen, because you didn’t).

Forgotten city
Navigate your city through an augmented reality app of all the buildings that used to exist.

The anti-assimilator
Inspired by iSee (the CCTV avoidance mapping initiative), Anti-assimilator is a wayshowing/finding interactive map 
mobile-app that visualizes irresponsible corporate franchises as a plague or virus, spreading over a city, country, 
continent. The app would include routes and itineraries that avoid their influence. Visually reminiscent of a 
‘Civilization’ type video game, or medical micro-analysis of a cancer spreading in a body. Resistance, consisting of 
socially and ecologically-responsible, locally-owned, community-based initiatives, would also be visualized.

Fog of War
A mapping app that relates to the users actual, physical relationship with your local geography, and minimizes “God’s 
eye” perspectival capabilities. One must ‘walk the map’ to illuminate an area. Intended to make the digital more 
personal and time-based, areas which you seldom visit, or haven’t visited in some time become blurry and 
disintegrate like old memories. The longer you’ve gone without visiting a place, the blurrier it is until it disappears 
from the map altogether. Intended to renew an appreciation for delayed gratification, and play with the dynamic of 
incomplete versus complete information.

Parental permission
Mobile app for worrisome parents of overly-adventurous teens, allowing ‘passive tracking.’ When a teenager ventures 
outside of a predetermined safe boundary, their mobile phone starts to allow remote tracking, sending out a virtual 
‘flare gun’ warning their parents that their child is ‘lost’.

The Labyrinth
A mobile app that regulates which physical areas of the city a user may visit, essentially permitting certain  physical 
spaces and forbidding others – certain addresses, streets, neighbourhoods, etc. The app assumes virtual versions of 
those spaces trump actual, and the ‘deadzone’ is volatile and there are real consequences for entering it. A user 
might be punished for stepping out of the safety zone through dropped service, or even deleting address book 
entries, or corrupting files, etc.

Satellite History
Have participants experience a satellite image over their hometown on the day they were born, and record their 
impressions, which are then geo-located in a database and made accessible. Requires younger participants and 
access to database of historic satellite images.

Annoying History
Mobile app that bugs the user once a day when they pass by a location of significance. To encourage random acts of 
community engagement, interaction, awareness. Features a multimedia experience, including audio of a senior 
citizen or historian describing an anecdote, information graphics, historic photos, etc.
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Go with the Flow
An initiative focused on encouraging cyclists to improve their sense of flow and explore their city more adventurously. 
For example, taking the same route every day deflates your tires. There’s a handle bar mounted digital map hooked 
to an accelerometer: the map is revealed only after a certain speed threshold is reached. The concept could also use 
headphones through which a speed-dependent soundtrack is played - uptempo at slower speeds (encouraging the 
rider to get a move on), and soothing and slower tempo at higher speeds. The idea is to encourage riders to be 
faster, and to ride with a flowing movement through less familiar parts of the city, and with fewer stops.

The Map of Wisdom
Abstract:
As internet addiction disorder (IAD) expands and goes mobile, one of the recognizably harmful qualities is social 
isolation, which directly relates to the digital divides these technologies create within society. This initiative borrows 
from the methodology of opiate substitution treatment for addictions – and seeks to de-corporatize locative digital 
media, recasting it as a more-humanized step towards rehabilitation. It involves identifying ephemeral non-digital life 
knowledge, and with the participant, packaging it for digital consumption in an effort to rehumanize technology and 
encourage an appreciation for the local wisdom of elders.

Core idea:
When lost, users consult a digital map displaying proximate icons. Each icon represents a short videoclip. When an 
icon is pressed a videoclip plays. The video is of a local individual giving location-specific advice. All advice is a 
response to the question “Help, I’m lost. What should I do?” Advice could include directions, personal observations, 
anecdotes, spiritual guidance and activity suggestions. The videos represent a rehumanization and localization of the 
digital map interface, and are meant to serve as a substitute therapy that bridges the user from an overwhelming 
media craving to eventually seeking real, human-human contact. 

Core qualities:
- concept of maps being revealed in stages
- play with the notion of being ‘lost’ beyond the geographic sense, - psychologically, etc.
- Video makes it (nearly) human to human (as opposed to experiencing reality through an abstracted, user-as-

commodity mediated filter).

Experiential qualities:
- delayed gratification.
- surprise. Video communication. 
- Physical activity is encouraged, as users must be proximate to a location to view the geolocated video.

Further ideas:
To maintain an immediate relevancy and freshness, videos and revealed details become fuzzy and disintegrate over 
time - like memories.
Map could also reveal other participants who are nearby, through a sonar-radar type visual. An impromptu IAD 
support group therapy might thereby be a residual benefit.

Inspiration:
Inspired by Michel Augé’s idea of doing and seeing a narrative route being more important than an inventory of 
places. It’s also related to a series of earlier design experiments which attempted to use mainstream locative social 
media services in a disruptive, awareness-raising way.
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